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1
Introduction

Since the seminal works of Yao [Yao86] and Goldreich, Micali, and Wigderson [GMW87] in the
late 80s, the field of secure Multiparty Computation (MPC) has been one of the major topics
in cryptography. It is about the secure evaluation of n–ary functions using protocols run by n
parties with private inputs. Secure evaluation, informally, means that the parties learn nothing
beyond their own outputs when engaging in the protocol even if a restricted number of parties is
corrupted and colludes. Therefore, MPC protocols were often proven secure against adversaries
which are allowed to corrupt and control some users in a certain (possibly arbitrary) manner
while the other users remain honest. However, in 2004, Halpern and Teague [HT04] were the
first to notice problems with existing MPC protocols, secure in this concept, when assuming
rational protocol participants with selfish interests. Their considerations caught the interest of
many researchers, leading to a lot of subsequent works and elegant ideas in the rather young
field of rational cryptography.
In rational cryptography every party is assumed to act rational and selfish. This is modeled
by a personal utility function for each party, for example, valuing outcomes of interactions with
other parties. Rational parties choose strategies for the interaction in order to maximize their
(expected) utility. Note, this is neither weaker nor stronger than the traditional model: On
the one hand, no party acts arbitrarily like a corrupted one might do, but, on the other hand,
no party is assumed to follow the protocol like an honest one. The task is to design protocols
achieving desired (security) goals, while no party can do better by deviating from her prescribed
strategy. Using game-theoretic notions, this relates to mechanism design where the prescribed
strategies altogether form an equilibrium for the players.
As noted above, protocols which are provably secure in the traditional framework may fail
in the rational model. To illustrate this, consider a (d, n)-secret-sharing scheme, i. e. a scheme
where a dealer first distributes shares of a secret to n participants, such that the only way to
recover (anything new about) the secret is knowing more than d valid shares. Letting each
party broadcast her share is seemingly a simple protocol to make all parties recover the secret.
This protocol suffices in the traditional framework as long as there are more than d honest
parties and the malicious parties cannot send forged shares which alter the reconstructed secret.
For a selfish party, however, there is no gain when broadcasting her share, since this at most
enables different parties to learn the secret. Even worse, if exactly d other parties already did
broadcast, the party can use her own share to recover the secret, but, by revealing her share,
she makes the broadcasters learn the secret, too. This should lead to a decrease in utility since,
usually, a secret is more valuable the less foreign parties know it. Summarizing, in one case
not broadcasting is better than broadcasting and in the remaining cases not broadcasting is at
1
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least not worse. Hence, a purely rational party rather chooses to send nothing instead of her
share. In game-theoretic terms, the strategy of not broadcasting weakly dominates the strategy
of broadcasting.
The problem above generalizes to any MPC protocol with a deterministically known last
round r: In round r, selfish participants never gain but sometimes only lose from revealing
beneficial information, i. e. information which at least in some cases helps others to learn a
value of interest. Again, the strategy of sending such information is weakly dominated by
not sending anything. Thus, rational parties will prefer the latter and not reveal any beneficial
information in round r. Since this behavior is expected either from as well as by rational parties,
round r − 1 becomes the effective last round. For the same reasons as for round r no beneficial
information is sent, either. By backwards induction this results in a scenario where the rational
parties prefer to reveal no beneficial information in any round. In game theory, this process is
called iterated deletion of weakly dominated strategies (IDoWDS).
The inability of any deterministic-length MPC protocol to survive this process was noticed
and proven by Halpern and Teague [HT04]. They propose to use protocols which overcome this
problem by choosing the last round randomly during the execution. Particularly, they propose
a secret reconstruction protocol for n ≥ 3 players withstanding the IDoWDS. Gordon and Katz
[GK06] elaborate on their results and propose a secret reconstruction protocol which, briefly,
works as follows: In any round before the secret is revealed, the players simultaneously broadcast
shares which either, with certain probability β, reconstruct the true secret or, with probability
1 − β, reconstruct an error value ⊥. If any party Pi chooses not to broadcast her share in the
current round, with probability β she obtains all shares necessary to reconstruct the secret,
while the others lack her share. Assuming she has an incentive for exclusivity, she gains utility
compared to the scenario where all parties learn the secret. However, with probability 1 − β she
reconstructs ⊥ and revealed herself as deviating party. In this case, the parties are instructed
to abort the protocol and, thus, a player Pi whose primary incentive is to learn the secret, loses
compared to sticking to the protocol. If β is chosen such that the expected gain from exclusively
learning the secret is outweighed by the expected loss from not learning it, this protocol can be
shown to survive IDoWDS.
A common approach for realizing MPC protocols in the presence of rational parties is to,
first, propose a protocol for secret reconstruction and prove its properties with respect to some
game-theoretic model. Then, an intuition or description on how to use this protocol in the
more general setting of rational MPC is given. For example, [HT04; GK06; Abr+06] follow
this approach. Intuitively, this seems reasonable because secure MPC and the reconstruction
of shared secrets are tightly coupled in the traditional model (c. f. [Gol04; CDN15]). However,
they leave many details and subtleties on their concrete models and proofs implicit. This makes
their theorems and corresponding proofs, proof sketches, or intuitions hard to analyze or extend
in a formal way.

1.1

Related Work

In 2004, Halpern and Teague [HT04] proposed a formal way to analyze whether following some
cryptographic MPC protocols is rational and realistic for participants. In particular, they demand the prescribed strategies of a protocol to form an equilibrium surviving the iterated deletion of weakly dominated strategies, which is still a common requirement. In this model they
show the impossibility of fixed, finite length protocols for secret reconstruction and, more general, MPC protocols for parties with natural incentives for correctness and exclusivity. However,
they overcome this result by proposing protocols for n ≥ 3 players where the last round is chosen
randomly. Gordon and Katz [GK06] elaborate on these results and provide a simpler protocol for
2
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secret reconstruction which also work for two players. To achieve this, they remove an implicit
assumption in the models and proofs of Halpern and Teague [HT04] which restricted the secret
sharer in an unnecessary manner. Abraham et al. [Abr+06] then consider d-resilient equilibria,
which, informally, requires that even coalitions of up to d parties gain nothing by deviating from
prescribed strategies. They propose a protocol which employs, essentially, the same techniques
as in [GK06] and prove its resiliency.
These works focus on rational secret-sharing and only sketch how to securely evaluate a
function in the rational model. Halpern and Teague [HT04], for example, refer to the traditional,
information-theoretically secure MPC protocol of Goldreich, Micali, and Wigderson [GMW87]
and argue to replace the secret reconstruction phase by their own protocols. Although being
reasonable, this and the other proposals lack full formal proofs. Furthermore, as noted recently
by Garay et al. [Gar+13, Appendix B.2], these constructions rely on (implicit) assumptions
regarding authenticity and privacy of communication channels. They point out that replacing
ideal channels by computationally secure implementations is not as straightforward as in the
traditional framework. Their concern is that a computationally hard problem can be broken
after an (in the security parameter) exponential number of rounds. Thus, effectively, a fixed
last round exists and, by the impossibility result of Halpern and Teague mentioned above, such
a practical realization fails in theory.
Besides these results, rational secret sharing and MPC has been considered in different
combinations of communication models and other equilibrial notions. For example, Fuchsbauer,
Katz, and Naccache [FKN10] consider a model where no synchronous but only an asynchronous,
point-to-point network is given. Halpern and Pass [HP10] consider a model where computational
cost of a strategy is taken negatively into account when computing the final utility. This extends the notion of computational (Nash) equilibria as introduced by Dodis, Halevi, and Rabin
[DHR00], where strategies form an equilibrium even if deviating negligibly increases the utility.
A problem which all these protocols and approaches have in common is to require the exact
values of the players’ utilities regarding the possible outcomes or at least close approximations
thereof. However, in reality these concrete values are not even known to the players themselves.
Besides their useful model for rational secret-sharing, Asharov and Lindell [AL11] introduce a
new notion called utility independence which overcomes this problem. They propose a protocol
for secret reconstruction, which can be securely instantiated without relying on concrete utility
values. Additionally, they prove several possibility and impossibility theorems regarding utility independence which is, essentially, only possible in settings where collusions of parties are
restricted to be a strict minority.
Note, this thesis concentrates on analyzing cryptographic MPC protocols in a rational framework. In literature, the other way around, namely to instantiate game–theoretic models using
cryptographic means, has been considered as well. Katz [Kat08] and Dodis and Rabin [DR07]
provide broad overviews on important notions and refer to existing results within either direction.

1.2

Contributions

Within this thesis, we formally define a game-theoretic framework which is intended to facilitate
a proper modeling of cryptographic problems. Although this framework and similar alternatives
thereof have been sketched in several works before, its details were often left implicit, unclear,
and, especially, not formalized. Based on this framework, we formally prove a more generalized
version of a construction from Gordon and Katz [GK06] to build a function evaluation mechanism, i. e. a protocol which, informally, realizes a secure MPC protocol in a rational context.
Additionally, we outline necessary and sufficient conditions under which this construction can be
3
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instantiated in reality. Last but not least, motivated by an observation of Garay et al. [Gar+13,
Appendix B.2], we briefly discuss the problems of IDoWDS within computational settings and
describe an idea which might help to overcome these problems.

1.3

Structure

In Chapter 2, besides the notation used throughout this thesis, we define indistinguishability
of random variables, introduce standard communication models used in cryptography, relevant
basic notions from game theory, and the cryptographic concepts of secret-sharing and (traditionally) secure MPC. Next, in Chapter 3, we propose a concept reflecting computationally
bounded players within a game-theoretic environment and model the cryptographic problems
of secret reconstruction and function evaluation as games. Following, Chapter 4 contains our
modularized construction for a protocol used for function evaluation which is proven to satisfy
desired requirements under a set of certain assumptions. Based on that, Chapter 5 provides
an overview on when and how these assumptions can or cannot be fulfilled. Eventually, in
Chapter 6 we sum up our results and provide an overview of open problems which arose during
writing this thesis and might be considered in subsequent works.

4

2
Preliminaries

In this chapter we provide an overview on the notation used throughout this thesis, followed
by our definition of (non-uniform) indistinguishability of random variables. Next, we describe
how interaction between machines is modeled, followed by a brief introduction of basic gametheoretical notions and their relations to the cryptographic context. Finally, we define secretsharing schemes and the traditional framework of secure MPC.

2.1

Notation

• Function µ : N → R is called negligible if for all c ∈ N there exists κ∗c , such that for all
κ > κ∗c we have |µ(κ)| < κ−c .
• For two functions p1 , p2 : N → R we write p1 . p2 if there exists a negligible function µ
and κ∗ ∈ N such that for all κ > κ∗ we have p1 (κ) ≤ p2 (κ) + µ(κ). We write p1 h p2 , if
p1 − p2 is a negligible function.
• [n] := {1, 2, . . . , n}, where we implicitly assume n ∈ N here and in the following.
• For a set S the set of all subsets is P(S) := {X | X ⊆ S}.
• Let I = {i1 , . . . , it } ⊆ [n] be an index set in the following. We define −I := [n] \ I.
• For a family of sets {Si }i∈[n] , let SI := Si1 × · · · × Sit .
• Let xI := (xi )i∈I . Further (x1 , . . . , xm )I := (x1i , . . . , xm
i )i∈I , e. g. in the following we use
(x, x0 , s)I as more compact abbreviation for (xi , x0i , si )i∈I .
• For an index i ∈ [n], let x−i := x−{i} = (xi )i∈[n]\{i} , i. e. the special case when excluding
a single value from some tuple.
• For x = (x1 , . . . , xn ), let (xI , x−I ) := x. When the context is clear, we drop the additional
parentheses for the sake of readability, e. g. u(tI , (xI , x−I )) becomes u(tI , xI , x−I ).
• For a set S, let ∆(S) denote the set of all possible probability distributions on S.
• For a set S, let s ← S denote the act of choosing an element uniformly at random from S
and assigning it to s. For a distribution D (including output distributions of probabilistic
Turing machines), let s ← D denote the act of sampling an element according to D and
assigning it to s.
5
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• For a random variable X, let supp(X) := {x| Pr[X = x] > 0} denote the support of X.
• For any distribution D ∈ ∆(S[n] ), any (sI , ·) ∈ supp(D), let D|sI denote the marginal
distribution of D conditioned on sI , i. e. for any s−I ∈ S−I we have Pr[D|sI = (sI , s−I )] :=
Pr[D = (sI , s−I )|D = (sI , ·)].
• For any function u : S → R and distribution D ∈ ∆(S) let u(D) := E[u(D)], i. e. given a
distribution D instead of concrete elements from its domain, any function in the following
is mapped to its expected value with respect to D.
• The set of all probabilistic, polynomial-time (ppt) interactive Turing machines is denoted
by ITM.
• For ITMs M = (M1 , . . . , Mn ), TimeM (x[n] ; r[n] ) the runtime, in terms of of interaction
rounds, on private input xi and random-tape ri for i ∈ [n]. Further, the expected runtime, TimeM (x[n] ) := E[TimeM (x[n] ; r[n] )], where the expectation is taken over uniformly
choosing the random-tapes ri .

2.2

Indistinguishability of Random Variables

In cryptography we often use the concept of indistinguishability of random variables. Indistinguishability of two random variables Y0 , Y1 , intuitively, means that machines produce (almost) the same outputs when run on inputs distributed to either Y0 or Y1 . In cryptography,
the considered random variables often depend on some security parameter κ ∈ N or a string
ω ∈ Ω ⊆ {0, 1}∗ . Particularly, for every κ or ω there exists a corresponding random variable
Yb (κ) or, respectively, Yb (ω) for b ∈ {0, 1}. Hence, we rather consider families of random variables to be indistinguishable. Indistinguishability is generally defined with respect to a certain
class of machines like, for example, probabilistic, polynomial-time (ppt) machines. Particularly,
we call two families of random variables computationally indistinguishable if for any ppt machine
the difference of its outputs is negligible in κ or the length |ω| of ω. If the difference of outputs
is 0, then we call the families identically distributed. We define indistinguishability according to
Goldreich [Gol01, Definition 3.2.7]. He uses the concept of families of polynomial-size circuits
{Cn }n∈N where every Cn corresponds to a Turing machine Mn whose size is polynomial in n
and which runs in time polynomial in n for inputs of length n. This accounts for non-uniformity
of distinguishers, i. e. distinguishers which for any input of size n may have a polynomial-size
auxiliary input encoded. For further details on Boolean circuits and discussion of the notions
we refer to the corresponding comprehensive descriptions within [Gol01].
Definition 2.1 (Indistinguishability). Let Ω ⊆ {0, 1}∗ and the families of random variables
{Y0 (ω)}ω∈Ω , {Y1 (ω)}ω∈Ω . The families of random variables are computationally indistinguishcomp.
able, denoted by {Y0 (ω)}ω∈Ω ≡ {Y1 (ω)}ω∈Ω , if for every family {Cn }n∈N of polynomial-size
circuits, every positive polynomial p(·), every sufficiently large n, and every ω ∈ Ω ∩ {0, 1}n
|Pr[Cn (Y0 (ω)) = 1] − Pr[Cn (Y1 (ω)) = 1]| <

1
.
p(n)

In case all differences equal 0, we say that the families are distributed identically, denoted by
id.
{Y0 (ω)}ω∈Ω ≡ {Y1 (ω)}ω∈Ω .
Note, it suffices to consider random variables indexed by strings because for any natural
number κ a random variable Y (κ) can be identified uniquely by Y (1κ ). Hence, the analogue
definition for N as index set is implied. Sometimes we may only write {Yb (ω)}ω when the set
6
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of strings is clear by the context. Now, we can state a Lemma which becomes helpful during
this thesis. Informally, if any function u : N × Y → R which is polynomially bounded in its first
input is fed with two computationally indistinguishable distributions over Y , the corresponding
expected values differ at most negligibly. Recall, in our notation “h” means that two compared
functions differ at most negligibly for sufficiently large κ. Formally, we defined h only for
functions with domain N but extend it to cover functions whose first inputs stem from N.
Lemma 2.2. Let u : N × Y → R be a function and {Y0 (κ)}κ∈N , {Y1 (κ)}κ∈N be two families of
computationally indistinguishable random variables with finite domain Y . If u is polynomially
bounded and positive, then
E[u(κ, Y0 (κ))] h E[u(κ, Y1 (κ))].
Proof. We prove Lemma 2.2 by contradiction. In particular, we show how to construct a successful distinguisher for Y0 and Y1 if the expectation values’ difference is non-negligible. Therefore,
suppose there exists a polynomial p 6≡ 0 such that for infinitely many κ ∈ N we have
|E[u(κ, Y0 (κ))] − E[u(κ, Y1 (κ))]| ≥ p(κ).

(2.1)

If Equation (2.1) holds, then there exists at least one element y ∈ Y in which the random
variables differ polynomially. To formally prove this, we fist calculate
|E[u(κ, Y0 (κ))] − E[u(κ, Y1 (κ))]| = |

X

u(κ, y) · Pr[Y0 (κ) = y] −

y∈Y

=

X

X

u(κ, y) · Pr[Y1 (κ) = y]|

y∈Y

u(κ, y) · |Pr[Y0 (κ) = y] − Pr[Y1 (κ) = y]|

y∈Y

≤ p0 (κ)

X

|Pr[Y0 (κ) = y] − Pr[Y1 (κ) = y]|,

y∈Y

where p0 is a polynomial which upper-bounds u’s outputs and exists by assumption. Hence,
using Equation (2.1), for infinitely many κ ∈ N we have
p0 (κ)

X

|Pr[Y0 (κ) = y]−Pr[Y1 (κ) = y]| ≥ p(κ) ⇔

y∈Y

X

|Pr[Y0 (κ) = y]−Pr[Y1 (κ) = y]| ≥ p(κ)/p0 (κ).

y∈Y

Since p and p0 are non-zero, positive polynomials, p/p0 is either. Because Y is finite by assumption, there exists some y ∗ and polynomial p∗ , such that for infinitely many κ we have
|Pr[Y0 (κ) = y ∗ ] − Pr[Y1 (κ) = y ∗ ]| ≥ p∗ (κ).

(2.2)

Otherwise, each term in the sum above would be bounded by a negligible function. However, summing up a finite number of negligible functions results, again, in a negligible function
which grows slower than any polynomial and especially p/p0 . Note, Y being finite is crucial as,
otherwise, an infinite sequence of non-repeating values yκ∗ satisfying Inequality 2.2 could exist.
Without loss of generality we assume Pr[Y0 (κ) = y ∗ ] ≥ Pr[Y1 (κ) = y ∗ ]. We construct a distinguisher D which on input y ∗ outputs 0 and otherwise output b ← {0, 1} uniformly at random.
Corresponding to Definition 2.1, D can be seen as polynomial-size circuit making no use of its
non-uniformity. This distinguisher D is ppt computable and has non-negligible advantage in
7
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distinguishing the random variables, since for infinitely many κ ∈ N we have
Pr[D(Y0 (κ)) = 0] − Pr[D(Y1 (κ) = 0)]
=

X

(−1)i (Pr[D(Yi (κ)) = 0 ∧ Yi (κ) = y ∗ ] + Pr[D(Yi (κ)) = 0 ∧ Yi (κ) 6= y ∗ ])

i∈{0,1}

=

X

(−1)i (Pr[D(Yi (κ)) = 0|Yi (κ) = y ∗ ] Pr[Yi (κ) = y ∗ ]

i∈{0,1}

+ Pr[D(Yi (κ)) = 0|Yi (κ) 6= y ∗ ] Pr[Yi (κ) 6= y ∗ ])
=

X

(−1)i (1 · Pr[Yi (κ) = y ∗ ] +

i∈{0,1}

=

1
· (1 − Pr[Yi (κ) = y ∗ ]))
2

1
1
(−1)i · Pr[Yi (κ) = y ∗ ] ≥ p∗ (κ),
2
2
i∈{0,1}
X

where third equality holds, because, given y ∗ , D outputs 0 with probability 1 and in case
y 6= y ∗ it outputs 0 with probability 12 . However, since 12 p∗ is polynomial, this contradicts the
computational indistinguishability of Y0 and Y1 and finishes the proof.

2.3

Interactive Turing Machines and Communication Models

An interactive Turing machine (ITM) is an extension of Turing machines used to model interaction in protocol executions. Here, we characterize an ITM M by a randomized transition or
next-messages function Next. Next takes common public input x, auxiliary private input a, state
s and messages from other (uniquely identifiable) ITMs and outputs an updated state alongside
messages for the other ITMs. The common input is intended for security parameters or public
keys, whereas the auxiliary input may contain secret keys or, more general, models information
gathered within the environment in which the machine was run. The states, for example, may
contain all or a polynomial number of previously obtained messages.
The messages output by Next are delivered according to some specified communication
model. These models have several dimensions like private/public, synchronous/asynchronous
and simultaneous/non-simultaneous communication. For example, we sometimes assume a secure private channel between each pair of machines, an additional broadcast channel and synchronous, simultaneous communication. Synchronous and simultaneous means that all messages
are delivered correctly from origin to receiver after all active machines have output their updated state and messages. Afterwards the next round begins and every machine is invoked
with its updated state and received messages. The delivery can be modeled by a trusted party
which, in every round k ≥ 1, expects a (possibly empty) message mki,j from every active machine
Mi to every active Mj and an additional broadcast message mki,bc . Only if the trusted party
obtained all expected messages, it forwards them to the correct receivers. After an ITM finally
halts it becomes inactive and announces this by a special halting symbol. Furthermore, every
machine returns a final local output. The transcript of an interaction is the concatenation of all
exchanged messages. The view of machine Mi , denoted by Viewi , consists of its initial inputs
followed by the (used) random bits and all its received messages. Note, that the uniformly chosen random bits and (possibly randomly chosen) initial inputs induce a probability distribution
on the occurring transcripts, views and final (local) outputs. In particular, for given machines
M = (M1 , . . . , Mn ) and respective private inputs t1 , . . . , tn , we refer to these distributions by
the random variables T M (t1 , . . . , tn ), ViewM (t1 , . . . , tn ) and OutM (t1 , . . . , tn ).
8
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Sometimes we need to restrict ITMs with respect to their running time. An ITM M is
ppt computable, if there exists a polynomial t : N → N, s. t. on common input x, Next is
computable within t(|x|) steps. Note, that the condition depends only on the common input
which guarantees that interacting ITMs have polynomially related running times, independent
of their other inputs. Although messages and states are computed in polynomial time, the
number of rounds until interaction ends can be exponential or even unbounded in the (common)
input size. Indeed, in the context of rational cryptography protocols, generally, must not have
a fixed upper bound on the number of rounds. To remain feasible in practice, we may require
the expected number of rounds as constant or polynomially bounded in the input size. Note,
that a ppt ITM can only output states of polynomial size (in its provided input length). Hence,
in protocols with no round-limit it is always possible to reach a round, where not all previously
obtained messages can be stored in a state. This can be overcome by allowing Next in round k
to run in time polynomial in |x| + k, called liberal ppt by Katz [Kat08].

2.4

Game Theory

The broad field of game theory concentrates on modeling and explaining the behavior of rational
players within strategic games. In the following we introduce basic notions used within this thesis
and describe their relations to the cryptographic context. We stick close to the definitions of
Katz [Kat08] due to their good extensibility to game theory within a computational context
(Section 3.1). For full introductions into game theory we refer to Osborne and Rubinstein
[OR94] or Blumrosen and Nisan [BN07]. We begin with the definition of a normal form game.




Definition 2.3 (Normal Form Game). A normal form game Γ = {Si }i∈ [n] , {ui }i∈[n] with n
players P1 . . . , Pn consists of a set of strategies Si and a utility function ui : S[n] → R for every
player Pi . We call s[n] ∈ S[n] pure strategy profile and ui (s[n] ) the utility of player Pi given s[n] .
In a normal form game, every player Pi chooses a strategy si from her personal set of
strategies Si . The resulting pure strategy profile s[n] then yields utility ui (s[n] ) to player Pi . Pi ’s
choice of strategy si might be randomized, but is assumed to be independent of the remaining
players’ choices. To model this choice process we introduce mixed strategies.




Definition 2.4 (Mixed Strategies). For normal form game Γ = {Si }i∈ [n] , {ui }i∈[n] we call
(σ1 , . . . , σn ) with σi ∈ ∆(Si ) a (mixed) strategy profile. Pi ’s utility for a (mixed) strategy profile
is ui (σ[n] ) := E[s[n] ← σ[n] : ui (s[n] )].
By Definition 2.4, a mixed strategy σi of Pi is a distribution over Pi ’s personal strategies.
In this way, mixed strategies incorporate the meta-level of choosing a strategy into the game
theoretic model. For a given profile σ[n] , Pi ’s utility ui (σ[n] ) is her average utility, i. e. the
expected utility over every player independently sampling a strategy si ← σi and then obtaining
ui (s[n] ). Using Pi ’s expected utility for a given profile accounts for risk-neutral players who, for
example, do not care about the corresponding variance. A risk-neutral player, for example, is
indifferent between taking a strategy which yields 50$ always and a strategy which yields 0$ or
100$ with probability 21 each.
Another way of expressing games are extensive form games which, essentially, are designed
to explicitly reflect games consisting of several rounds where players choose their strategies
sequentially. However, every game in extensive form can be reduced to one in normal form, for
example, by using ITMs. As an example consider the game of chess which is played sequentially.
Pure strategies can be modeled as deterministic ITMs (M1 , M2 ) where P1 ’s strategy M1 initiates
the interaction by sending a valid move to M2 . The machines then, alternating, send their moves
9
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based on the previous moves until the game ends. Pi ’s utility ui (M1 , M2 ) is then defined on
whether the machines (deterministic) interaction transcript represents a win, tie or loss for Pi . In
this modeling mixed strategies correspond to probabilistic ITMs Mi from which a pure strategy
is sampled by choosing Mi ’s random tape uniformly at random. The utility for probabilistic
ITMs, thus, would be the expected utility over the distribution of transcripts.
In the above sense, normal form games are suited to model rational MPC where the players
are allowed to interact in order to evaluate a given function. However, until now we have no
means to provide every party her private input xi for which they want to compute f (x[n] ).
Indeed, the whole game description and its state are common knowledge among the players.
Games where this is the case are said to be of complete information. Private inputs are formally
modeled by typed games where at the game’s beginning types are sampled and privately given
to the players. Note, in the following we make use of our notational convention that a function
which is given distributions over its domain rather elements thereof maps to its expected value
according to these distributions.




Definition 2.5 (Typed Game). A typed game Γ = {Si }i∈ [n] , {ui }i∈[n] , D consists of a
type distribution D ∈ ∆(T[n] ) over finite sets of types Ti , strategy sets Si and utility functions ui : T[n] × S[n] → R. At the beginning of a typed game the types t[n] ← D are sampled
and every type ti is privately given to the corresponding player Pi . Before obtaining her type,
Pi ’s (a-priori) utility for strategy profile σ[n] is ui (σ[n] ) := ui (D, σ[n] ), i. e. Pi ’s expected utility over the distributions of D and σ[n] . After obtaining type ti , Pi ’s (a-posteriori) utility is
ui (ti , σ[n] ) := ui (D|ti , σ[n] ) where D|ti is D conditioned on type i being ti .




Remark. Every normal form game Γ = {Si }i∈ [n] , {ui }i∈[n] can be described as typed game
using a type distribution D with Pr[D = t[n] ] = 1 for some “dummy” types t[n] and utilities
defined by ui (t[n] , σ[n] ) := ui (σ[n] ). In this sense, the following definitions apply to normal form
games analogously.
As a first example for a typed game think of a card game. In the beginning a dealer distributes
the cards uniformly at random among the players. The cards correspond to types and every
Pi can choose strategies depending on the game’s rules and the obtained cards. Note, type
distribution D is from ∆(T[n] ) and not ×i∈[n] ∆(Ti ) which means that types are not necessarily
independent but possibly correlated. In the card game, for example, every player can rule out
the possibility that another participant obtained the cards she already owns. Because players
might deduce information conditioned on their given type such games are also called Bayesian
Games [OR94]. In the context of rational MPC types are used to model the players’ private
inputs xi on which they want to jointly evaluate f (x[n] ). These values might be correlated, for
instance, in some situations a player Pi possibly knows that another player Pj ’s value xj is at
most twice as big as her value xi .
Until now the main focus of our definitions lies upon the modeling of games. Another
important aspect of game theory is the search and explanation of stable situations, i. e. situations
where no player has an incentive to change her strategy. Strategy profiles where such a property
holds are called equilibria.




Definition 2.6 (Typed Equilibrium). For typed game Γ = {Si }i∈ [n] , {ui }i∈[n] , D we call
strategy profile (σ1 , . . . , σn ) typed equilibrium if for all i ∈ [n] and pure strategies s0i ∈ Si
ui (D, σ[n] ) ≥ ui (D, s0i , σ−i ).
Definition 2.6 ensures that no player Pi can exchange her strategy and thereby increase her
utility with respect to type distribution D. A stronger version, for example, requires that for
10
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any ti with Pr[D = (ti , ·)] > 0 we have ui (ti , σ[n] ) ≥ ui (ti , s0i , σ−i ). However, both notions are
equivalent for the games within this thesis. Particularly, we consider strategies to correspond to
ITMs. Every ITM Mi in use can have a different strategy Miti for every type ti from the finite
set Ti encoded. If we have ui (t∗i , Miti , M−i ) > ui (t∗i , M[n] ) for some t∗i ∈ Ti then ITM Mi0 which
t∗

runs Mi i for t∗i and Mi otherwise yields
ui (Mi0 , M−i ) =

X

ui (ti , Mi0 , M−i )

ti ∈Ti
t∗

= ui (t∗i , Mi i , M−i ) +

X
ti ∈Ti \{

>

ui (t∗i , Mi , M−i )

+

ui (ti , Mi , M−i )
t∗i

X

}
ui (ti , Mi , M−i )

ti ∈Ti \{

t∗i

}

= ui (M[n] ).
Hence, if M[n] is an equilibrium according to Definition 2.6, t∗i must not exist. In the rational
MPC context such a typed equilibrium, especially, ensures that a single rational player cannot
gain utility by deviating from her strategy. The difference to traditional MPC is, that players are
not enforced to stick to a given strategy solely by cryptographic means but also by their utilities.
We generalize Definition 2.6 to ensure that a limited number of colluding players cannot replace
their strategies to gain utility, either.




Definition 2.7 (d-Resilient Equilibrium). For typed game Γ = {Si }i∈ [n] , {ui }i∈[n] , D and
1 ≤ d < n we call strategy profile (σ1 , . . . , σn ) d-resilient equilibrium if for all coalitions of
players C ⊆ [n] with |C| ≤ d, all s0C ∈ SC and all i ∈ [n] it holds that
ui (D, σ[n] ) ≥ ui (D, s0C , σ−C ).
Definition 2.7 ensures that it is impossible for up to d players to collectively choose a strategy
s0C and increase at least one of the colluding players’ utilities. This is a strong notion of dresiliency, because one gaining player suffices and the remaining player’s utilities might decrease
arbitrarily. Another reasonable definition could, for example, focus on increasing the coalition’s
average utility. However, Definition 2.7 better suits the cryptographic idea of having a single
(adversarial) players who controls the colluding players.
Equilibria are stable in the sense that players or coalitions cannot increase their utility by
another strategy assuming the remaining players stick to their strategy. Nevertheless, there
might exist strategies which always yield the same utility as the current strategy and in some
situations even higher utility. Such strategies are called weakly dominating and are defined as
follows.
Definition 2.8 (Weak Domination). Strategy si ∈ Si is weakly dominated with respect to S−i
if there exists s0i ∈ Si , such that (1) for all s−i ∈ S−i we have ui (D, s0i , s−i ) ≥ ui (D, si , s−i ) and
(2) there exists s0−i ∈ S−i such that ui (D, s0i , s−i ) > ui (D, si , s−i ). The set of weakly dominated
strategies in Si with respect to S−i is denoted by DOM(Γ, i).
It is reasonable that rational players use weakly domination as tie breaker for two strategies
which yield the same utility within a given situation. Indeed, in reality a strategy might never be
chosen and, thus, can be ignored and deleted from the game if it is weakly dominated by another
strategy. However, when for some strategy si and a corresponding s0i all strategies contradicting
condition (1) are deleted, si becomes weakly dominated by s0i and, thus, can be excluded. This
consideration results in the following process of iterated deletion of weakly dominated strategies.
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Definition 2.9
 (Iterated Deletion of Weakly Dominated Strategies (IDoWDS)). Let typed
0
game Γ =
Si0 i∈ [n] , {ui }i∈[n] , D . For k ≥ 1, define Sik := Sik−1 \ DOM(Γk−1 , i) and
Γk

n

o



=
Sik
, {ui }i∈[n] , D .
i∈ [n]
IDoWDS, if σi ∈ ∆(Si∞ ) for all

k
Let Si∞ := ∩∞
k=0 Si . A typed equilibrium (σ1 , . . . , σn ) survives

i ∈ [n].

This process, especially, was applied by Halpern and Teague [HT04] as follows to reason that
traditional MPC (and secret reconstruction) protocols generally do not work assuming rational
players: In traditional (unfair) MPC protocols there always exists a last round r where new
information is sent by some players’ strategies, i. e. ITMs. Since r is the last round, not sending
the message makes no difference for any sending player Pi ’s outputs. Moreover, if we assume
that Pi ’s utility does only decrease when other players learn more about the outputs, it might
even be worse to reveal new information in round r Hence, ITMs which send a “useful” message
in round r are weakly dominated by ones not sending anything and are deleted according the
above process. However, in the resulting game there also exists a last round r0 < r with useful
information. By backwards induction the same reasoning is applied and the deletion continues
until no strategies revealing “useful” information remain.
As we have seen, in an equilibrium no players or coalitions have incentives do deviate from
their strategy assuming the remaining players stick to their given strategies. A natural question
is, how the players might come to such an assumption or state. In a mechanism this knowledge
is established by announcing an equilibrium alongside the game.
Definition 2.10 (Practical Mechanism). For a typed game Γ and a strategy profile σ[n] we call
(Γ, σ[n] ) a d-resilient mechanism, if σ[n] is a d-resilient equilibrium for Γ. We, additionally, call
it practical if σ[n] survives IDoWDS in Γ.
In other words, if we have a d-resilient practical mechanism we may assume the rational size-d
coalitions to stick to their prescribed strategies. The field of designing such mechanisms is similar
to protocol design in cryptography. Indeed, mechanisms can be considered as protocol as follows:
Recommended strategies correspond to the protocol description and alternative strategies display
allowed deviations of protocol participants. In this sense, (practical) mechanisms correspond to
protocols from which rational participants do not deviate based on their utilities. In traditional
cryptography, protocols are designed such that a restricted number of arbitrarily acting parties
cannot break chosen security properties as long as the others stick to the protocol.
In game theory it sometimes is meaningful to augment games by a trusted third party called
mediator. Such a mediator is similar to an ideal world functionality in traditional cryptographic
MPC models (c. f. Section 2.6). Mediator M privately recommends centrally sampled and
possibly correlated strategies to the players. In typed games, M ’s choices might depend on the
player’s types or, more precise, on the types the players disclose to M . In rational cryptography,
we will use mediated games to characterize settings where, for example, no strategy profile which
leads all parties to the desired outcome may exists.


Definition 2.11 (Mediated Typed Game). A mediated typed game Γ = {Si }i∈ [n] , {ui }i∈[n] , D, M
is a typed game (Definition 2.5) with type sets T1 , . . . , Tn and an additional mediator strategy
M : T[n] → ∆(S[n] ). After every player Pi privately obtains her type ti , she privately sends some
t0i ∈ Ti to mediator M . Mediator M then samples s[n] ← M(t0[n] ) and privately returns (t0i , si )
to the corresponding player Pi . Finally, every player Pi chooses and plays a strategy s0i ∈ Si .
In a mediated typed game Pi ’s (effective) strategies are δi = (δi1 , δi2 ) with δi1 : Ti → ∆(Ti ) and
2
δi : Ti × Ti × Si → ∆(Si ). For a given strategy profile (δ1 , . . . , δn ), Pi ’s utility is the expected
utility over all random choices within the process described above. Formally,
ui (D, δ[n] ) := E[t[n] ← D, t0[n] ← (δj1 (tj ))j∈[n] , s[n] ← M(t0[n] ), s0[n] ← (δj2 (tj , t0j , sj ))j∈[n] : ui (t[n] , s0[n] )].
12
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Hence, in a mediated version of a typed game, the players have two choices, which are modeled by their strategies (δ 1 , δ 2 ). Their first choice is about the concrete (possibly substituted)
type sent to the mediator, while her second choice is whether to follow the recommendation or
choose a different strategy. In some scenarios a player may has an incentive to lie about her
type in order to make the other parties who input their true types learn worse recommendations. This is often the case when, based on the returned recommendation, Pi can compute
the recommendation she would have obtained when inserting her true type. Note, the mediator
returns every party her inserted type in order to prevent the modeling of internal states on the
players’ sides. The strategy when a player always inserts her true type and always follows M ’s
recommendation is called canonical strategy.




Definition 2.12 (Canonical Strategy). Let mediated typed game Γ = {Si }i∈ [n] , {ui }i∈[n] , D, M
(Definition 2.11). We call strategy δi∗ = (δi1 , δi2 ) Pi ’s canonical strategy, if for all ti ∈ Ti and
si ∈ Si we have Pr[δi1 (ti ) = ti ] = Pr[δi2 (·, ·, si ) = si ] = 1.

If playing the canonical strategy is a (d-resilient) eqilibrium, then a given setting often has
a desirable property. In Sections 3.2 and 3.3 we will see concrete examples how these mediated
games and equilibria can be used.

2.5

Secret-Sharing

Secret-sharing schemes were independently introduced by Shamir [Sha79] and Blakley [Bla79].
They, in general, are used to share some secret information among parties P1 , . . . , Pn such that
only explicitly defined groups thereof can reconstruct the secret. Furthermore, they are an
important tool for constructing traditionally secure MPC protocols as defined in Section 2.6.
Beimel [Bei11] provides a detailed survey on existing schemes and notions which goes beyond
the scope of this thesis.
In secret-sharing schemes the secret is shared among a set of parties P1 , . . . , Pn . The groups
of parties qualified to reconstruct secrets are defined by so-called access structures.
Definition 2.13 (Access Structure). Let M = {P1 , . . . , Pn } be a set of n parties. A collection
A ⊆ P(M ) is called monotone if A ∈ A and A ⊆ B ⊆ M implies B ∈ A. An access structure
A ⊆ P(M ) with n parties is a monotone collection of non-empty subsets of M . A (d, n)-access
structure with threshold 0 ≤ d < n is defined as A := {A ⊆ M | d < |A|}. A set A ⊆ M is called
qualified if A ∈ A and non-qualified if A 6∈ A.
By Definition 2.13, any access structure is monotone, meaning, if any party joins a qualified
group the resulting group remains qualified. An access structure with threshold d ensures that
all groups of at least d+1 parties are qualified to reconstruct secrets. This property is very useful
when talking about security against attackers allowed to control up to d parties. A secret-sharing
scheme is always related to an access-structure and defined as follows:
Definition 2.14 (Secret-Sharing Scheme). Let A be an access structure with n parties and S
be a finite set of secrets where |S| ≥ 2. A (perfect) secret-sharing scheme with domain of secrets
S realizing access structure A is a tuple of ppt algorithms (Share, Recon), where
1. On input secret s ∈ S, Share outputs a tuple of shares s[n] ∈ S[n] where Si is called domain
of shares of party Pi .
2. Correctness: Recon deterministically outputs an element from S ∪ {⊥} such that for all
s ∈ S and A ∈ A
Pr[Recon(Share(s)A ) = s] = 1.
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3. Perfect Privacy: For all non-qualified sets A 6∈ A and every two secrets s, s0 ∈ S, we have
id.
Share(s)A ≡ Share(s0 )A .
Definition 2.15 ((d, n)-Secret-Sharing Scheme). A (d, n)-secret-sharing scheme is a (perfect)
secret-sharing scheme (Definition 2.14) with a (d, n)-access structure.
The idea of a secret-sharing scheme is that a secret s is determined, then a sharing s[n] ←
Share(s) is sampled and, eventually, every Pi is privately given her share si . Privacy ensures
that any non-qualified group learns, information-theoretically, nothing about the shared secret
s by pooling their shares. In other words, the shares obtained by any non-qualified group are
independent of the shared secret itself. On the other hand, correctness guarantees that any
qualified group can always reconstruct the secret s by pooling their shares and using Recon.
Note, correctness only applies to situations where every party Pi provides her true share
si . However, for example, suppose an (n − 1, n)-secret sharing scheme, i. e. all n parties need
to pool their shares in order to reconstruct secret s. Further, assume parties P1 , . . . , Pn−1
already published their shares. By perfect privacy and correctness for any secret s0 there exists
a share s0n such that Recon(s−n , s0n ) = s0 , i. e. Pn might replace her share and choose the
reconstructed secret s0 while herself can (exclusively) compute Recon(s−n , sn ) = s. Hence, in
settings with rational players having an incentive for exclusivity, reconstruction is impossible as
long as replacing shares is possible. To prohibit the unnoticed replacement of up to d shares in
the presence of (at least) one honest party, we introduce the notion of d-authenticated secretsharing schemes. Because we distinguish perfect and computational d-authentication, we slightly
change the syntax of Share in the following by adding 1κ . This allows ppt Share to run in time
polynomial in κ. Further we assume that every share si is of size at least κ, allowing adversary
A and Recon runtime which is polynomial in κ, too.
Definition 2.16 (d-Authenticated Secret-Sharing). A secret-sharing scheme (Share, Recon) is
called computationally d-authenticated if for all secrets s ∈ S, all coalitions C ⊆ [n] of size
|C| ≤ d, all I ⊆ [n] \ C with I 6= ∅ and all ppt A we have
Pr[s[n] ← Share(1κ , s), (s0C ) ← A(sC ) : s0C 6= sC ∧ Recon(s0C , sI ) 6=⊥] h 0.
If the probability equals 0 for all (unbounded) adversaries A we say (Share, Recon) is perfectly
d-authenticated.
In other words, if a secret-sharing scheme is computationally d-authenticated and at least
one party honestly inserts her share, no ppt adversary can feasibly insert new share(s) without
Recon indicating this by ⊥. As sketched above, in the presence of rational parties this property
is necessary with respect to reconstructing a secret because, otherwise, parties or coalitions
gaining from exclusivity would always exchange their shares. If the parties are not bounded
computationally, we need to require perfect authentication. Note, this notion is different from
verifiable secret-sharing ([Cho+85]) where the sharing instance might be assumed as malicious,
either. Yet, a similar notion is that of δ-robust secret-sharing (e. g. [Che15]).
However, for any d < n any (d, n)-secret-sharing scheme can be augmented to fulfill Definition 2.16 assuming, for example, secure digital signature schemes. Digital signature schemes and
their security date back to the ideas of Diffie and Hellman [DH76]. They ensure the infeasibility
of forging valid signatures without access to the sampled secret key while a corresponding public key enables to check a signature’s validity. The augmented secret-sharing scheme’s method
Share0 (s), besides sampling shares from Share(s), generates signing and verification key and signs
each share. Every Pi obtains an augmented share consisting of the share itself, its signature
and the corresponding public key. The new reconstruction method Recon0 runs the old Recon
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only if all included public keys are the same and every signature is valid; Otherwise it outputs
⊥. Note, unconditional perfect d-authentication with efficient reconstruction is only possible if
d < n3 and impossible for d ≥ n2 [Che15]. If we drop the assumption for efficient reconstruction,
then d < n2 is possible, unconditionally, by checking whether all qualified subsets of sent shares
reconstruct to the same secret. Note, if n shares are sent, this exhaustive search requires a
number of checks which is exponential in n. To the best of our knowledge, for n2 > d > n3 and
efficient reconstruction there is always a trade-off with respect to accuracy of detecting forged
shares and remaining privacy.

2.6

Secure Multipary Computation

In Multiparty Computation (MPC) we establish models and protocols suited for settings where
several parties possess private inputs on which they jointly evaluate functions. Security, generally, corresponds to computing correct results while preserving the inputs’ privacy up to information revealed by the results themselves. Within this section we establish the traditional
MPC security model from Goldreich [Gol04, Section 7]. Later in this thesis we employ some
secure protocol as subcomponent to construct a protocol for securely evaluating functions in a
game-theoretic MPC model. For more detailed explanations and discussions of the following
notions we refer to Goldreich [Gol04, Section 7].
Before considering security itself, we explain which kind of functions we want to evaluate.
Indeed, we allow functionalities f which can be seen as randomized functions. Particularly, an
n-ary functionality maps n inputs x[n] to the random variable f (x[n] ) and not a simple value.
A requirement for an MPC protocol is to have the identical output distribution as f when fed
with the same inputs and run honestly.
Definition 2.17. Let f : ({0, 1}∗ )n → ({0, 1}∗ )n be an n-ary functionality. A protocol Π =
id.
(Π1 , . . . , Πn ) computes f if for all x[n] ∈ ({0, 1}∗ )n we have OutΠ (x[n] ) ≡ f (x[n] ) and Π runs in
expected polynomial time.
Hence, a protocol which computes f guarantees Π’s outputs to be distributed correctly if
all parties honestly run Πi (xi ). Yet, this ensures no further security properties. For instance,
a trivial protocol satisfying Definition 2.17 instructs every Πi on input xi to send xi to Π1
which, then, samples y[n] ← f (x[n] ) and returns every yi to the corresponding Πi . Obviously,
the party running Π1 learns all the inputs and, additionally, is able to undetectably broadcast
any incorrect value yi0 which could result from the input xi . However, this contradicts both, the
privacy of inputs as well as the correctness of outputs.
We continue by formalizing when we consider protocol Π computing functionality f (actively)
secure in the traditional cryptographic model. Following approach relies on the ideal/real world
paradigm. Using this paradigm we, essentially, show that any possible adversarial behavior
against Π (in the real world) corresponds to inevitable and allowed adversarial behavior within
the defined ideal world. This ideal world is based on non-realizable assumptions. In particular, we assume the existence of an incorruptible trusted third party for sampling f ’s outputs.
Additionally, every party Pi possesses a private communication channel to this third party. An
adversary B in our ideal world is assumed to control a static set C ⊆ [n] of parties. The parties
not in C, called honest, send their true inputs to the third party and output whatever it returns.
The adversary, however, is allowed to deviate in the following ways: B may substitute the inputs
xC of C by any x0C before sending them to the trusted party. Moreover, if controlling some
special party (here 1), after obtaining her values sampled according to f (x0C , x−C )C B may prematurely abort which makes the non-corrupted parties output ⊥. B’s final (local) output itself
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may be any function on all information and inputs it obtained. In all these steps B may use
some given auxiliary input modeling, for example, knowledge from previous protocol executions.
Definition 2.18 (Ideal MPC Model). Let f : ({0, 1}∗ )n → ({0, 1}∗ )n be an n-ary functionality
and pair (C, B), where C ⊆ [n] and B is a ppt algorithm representing an adversary in the ideal
model. The joint execution of f under (C, B) in the ideal model (on input x = (x1 , . . . , xn )
and auxiliary input z), denoted Idealf,C,B(z) (x) is defined by uniformly selecting a random-tape
r for the adversary and letting Idealf,C,B(z) (x) := Υ(x, C, z, r), where Υ(x, C, z, r) is defined for
x0C := B(xC , C, z, r) and x0 := (x0C , x−C ) as follows:
• If 1 6∈ C, Υ(x, C, z, r) := (f (x0 )−C , B(xC , C, z, r, f (x0 )C ).
(

• If 1 ∈ C, Υ(x, C, z, r) :=

(⊥|−C| , B(xC , C, z, r, f(x0 )C , ⊥)),
(f (x0 )−C , B(xC , C, z, r, f (x0 )C ),

if B(xC , C, z, r, f (x0 )C ) =⊥
otherwise.

Definition 2.18 reflects the capabilities of an ideal world adversary described above. Particularly, the distribution of Idealf,C,B(z) (x) is induced by B’s random choices. Note, based on
the structure of its inputs, B can perfectly distinguish between outputting x0C , choosing premature abort, or making the final output. Instead of considering a single algorithm B it would
be possible to use, for example, three algorithms B1 , B2 , B3 corresponding to the three choices.
However, this would require to maintain a state between these algorithms which is circumvented
by using one algorithm B with a fixed random tape as in Definition 2.18.
B’s capabilities are generally inevitable in any real protocol computing f in our model of
communication. Clearly, any party Pi can always choose to run the protocol with substituted
inputs x0i or to refuse participation at all. In the ideal world, refusing participation for some
parties i ∈ C may be indicated using x0i =⊥. It depends on the concrete functionality f whether
still meaningful values yi 6=⊥ are sampled if not all parties provide a valid value. Furthermore,
any real world protocol in our communication model consists of at least one party which obtains
her final output first and, afterwards, can refuse to participate any further. This is due to
the impossibility of sending messages only if some other proper message is concurrently being
in transmission: It might be known whether a message was sent, but the message’s contents
remain unknown until it arrives. The refusal of further interaction can be compensated by the
honest parties only if |C| < b n2 c, i. e. the corrupted parties build a strict minority [Gol04]. If we
would not allow B to prematurely abort, for any (real world) protocol Π computing f and any
d ≥ d n2 e there would exist some adversary with C ⊆ [n], |C| = d, whose actions could not be
simulated in the ideal world. This would imply that no secure protocol for corrupted majorities
could exist, because a real world adversary which is not simulatable by any ideal world adversary
is considered a security breach by the following definition:
Definition 2.19 (d-Secure MPC). Let f : ({0, 1}∗ )n → ({0, 1}∗ )n be an n-ary functionality and
Π be an n party protocol for computing f (Definition 2.17). Protocol Π = (Π1 , . . . , Πn ) is said
to d-securely compute f if for every ppt A (representing a real model adversary) there exists a
ppt B (representing an ideal model adversary), such that for every C ⊆ [n] with |C| ≤ d
n

o

Idealf,C,B(z) (xC , x−C )

xC ,x−C ,z

n

comp.

o

≡ OutA,Π−C ((xC , C, z), x−C )

xC ,x−C ,z

.

We say Π computes f perfectly d-secure, if for every ( unbounded) machine A, there exists a
machine B such that for all C ⊆ [n], |C| ≤ d, the distributions above are distributed identically.
Hence, a protocol is d-secure, if for any real world adversary ppt there exists an ideal world
adversary B which, using its limited capabilities, can simulate A’s attack on the protocol computationally indistinguishable in the ideal world. In particular this means, that B, essentially,
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can simulate A’s knowledge, represented by A’s output distribution, by an execution within the
ideal world. This attack, however, breaks down to substituting xC by another input x0C and,
after obtaining back the value f (x0C , x−C ) aborting the protocol prematurely. As stated above,
these are capabilities any real world adversary has with respect to any protocol. Furthermore,
the honest parties’ output distribution in the ideal world exectution is (almost) the same as when
running the real protocol. Hence, whatever the adversary does, the honest parties’ outputs are
distributed such that either f (x−C , x0C ) for some x0C is output or ⊥ is output when A did prematurely abort. Again, no matter what a ppt A does during the execution of Π, she could have
done the same by substituting her inputs in the beginning and (possibly) prematurely aborting,
when obtaining back f ’s computed value.
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3
Rational Cryptography

In rational cryptography we focus on designing ITM-based protocols which solve cryptographic
MPC problems within a rational setting. Therefore, we model the cryptographic problems as
games, where the parties inputs are modeled using types, alternative strategies are (possibly
restricted) ITMs, and rationality is modeled using utility functions. In this thesis we consider
the problems of reconstructing shared secrets as well as the joint evaluation of a function using
private inputs within rational settings. Protocols, informally, “solve” these problems, when they
almost always efficiently lead to a desired result like all parties correctly reconstructing the
secret while no rational party has an incentive to use different ITMs. In game-theoretic terms,
we design practical mechanisms (Definition 2.10) where the prescribed ITMs additionally lead to
the desired result. These protocols are then considered secure in the sense that no rational party
deviates from their prescription due to her own utility. This stands in contrast to traditional
MPC security as in Section 2.6 where we analyze protocols in the presence of parties divided
into either arbitrarily malicious or completely honest.
Within this chapter we explicitly model the games and notions used for rational secret sharing
(Section 3.2) and rational MPC (Section 3.3). Before this, we define games and corresponding
notions modeling computationally bounded players in Section 3.1. These definitions are similar
to the game-theoretic framework established in Section 2.4. This is necessary because some
cryptographic MPC problems require computational assumptions in order to have practically
implementable protocols solving them. In the presence of unbounded players or unbounded
ITMs such assumptions do not hold. For example, as suggested at the end of Section 2.5, if
a secret-sharing is not perfectly d-authenticated, d and more colluding unbounded players or
ITMs can forge shares to make other parties learn a wrong value while learning the correct
secret themselves. Assuming the, arguably, natural incentive to learn secrets while preventing
others from doing so, any rational player or coalition could gain from choosing an (unbounded)
ITM which computes forged shares. Hence, intuitively, no protocol with the desired property
of making all parties eventually learn the correct secret could form a d-resilient equilibrium as
long as the secret-sharing scheme is not perfectly d-authenticated.

3.1

Computational Game Theory

In this section we provide a game-theoretic model which adapts the notions from Section 2.4 to
cover settings where players are assumed to be computationally bounded. Opposed to the previous game-theoretic notions, following definitions are non-standard. This is because the subject
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of rational cryptography is rather young and, so far, there has been no common agreement on
(de facto) standard notions. Furthermore, many authors leave details implicit and only give
intuitions how the existing game-theoretic notions transfer into a computational model. Here,
we distill and formalize notions closely to the definitions and ideas of Katz [Kat08] and Dodis
and Rabin [DR07]. We start with defining computational games.
Computational games are always defined with respect to a security parameter κ ∈ N on
which the sampled types and utilities depend. In particular, for every κ and every player
Pi there exists a finite set of types Ti (κ). Analogue to typed games, the distribution D(κ)
then is over ×i∈[n] Ti (κ), i. e. there might exist correlations between sampled types. Besides
information related to the concrete game, types are intended for encapsulating information like
generated public keys to encrypt communication or validate signatures given to every player.
When, for example, reconstructing secrets, types may contain signed shares and, additionally,
a common public validation key given. Strategies within computational games are ppt ITMs
which, depending on the concrete game, might have a certain structure. For example, when
jointly evaluating a function with range Y , the final (local) output of any player’s machine is
required to always be an element y ∈ Y . Because strategy profiles consist of ITMs we may
also refer to them as protocols. After the game ends, Pi ’s utility depends on the concrete
sampled types, thus, implicitly the security parameter κ, and, in the most general sense, on
anything the players learn during the protocol run, i. e. on the resulting views of all machines.
We simplify the latter slightly and make the utilities depend only on the machines’ final local
outputs instead of their views. Especially when these outputs are restricted to fixed ranges like in
secret reconstruction and function evaluation, this allows us to model the player’s utilities using
simple maps. The (a-priori) utility of a strategy profile M[n] is computed as expectation over
sampling the types t[n] and then sampling an output from the interaction of M[n] on t[n] . The
latter is analogue to sampling a pure strategy from a mixed one in the non-computational setting:
Sampling outputs of a protocol corresponds to sampling and fixing the machines’ random tapes
which makes them and their output deterministic. Conditioned on obtaining type ti , Pi ’s (aposteriori) utility changes to the expectation over D(κ)|ti , i. e. distribution over D(κ) conditioned
on ti was sampled. We formalize these considerations in following definition.


Definition 3.1 (Computational Game). A computational game Γ̂ = {Si }i∈ [n] , {ui }i∈[n] , {D(κ)}κ∈N
with n players P1 . . . , Pn consists of
1. A family {D(κ)}κ∈N of type distributions D(κ) ∈ ∆(Tκ ) for Tκ := ×i∈[n] Ti (κ) with finite
type sets Ti (κ) where for all ti ∈ Ti (κ) we have |ti | = κ.
2. A set of ppt machines Si ⊆ ITM for every player Pi .
3. A map ui from type vectors (implicitly containing security parameter κ ∈ N) and possible
outputs of M[n] ∈ S[n] on the given type vector to R for every player Pi . Formally, let T :=
S
S
S
M[n]
(t[n] ))
κ∈N Tκ be the set of all types for all κ ∈ N and O := M[n] ∈S[n] t[n] ∈T supp(Out
be the set of all possible final outputs for any given types and choosable machines. Then,
ui is defined as (partial) map ui : T × Oi → R.
Pi ’s utility on strategy profile (M1 , . . . , Mn ) and security parameter κ is
ui (κ, M[n] ) := E[t[n] ← D(κ), o[n] ← OutM[n] (t[n] ) : ui (t[n] , o[n] )].
Given type ti , Pi ’s utility is denoted by ui (ti , M[n] ) and instead of D(κ) the expectation is taken
over D(κ)|ti , i. e. distribution D(κ) conditioned on type i being ti .
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Now that we have defined computational games, we consider when such strategy profiles or
protocols are stable in the presence of computationally bounded rational players. When talking
about stability we mean d-resilient equilibria where no coalition of size at most d gains by
deviating from their prescribed strategy, i. e. ITM. However, different from Section 2.4, in the
computational context we allow negligible gains by switching strategies. It is reasonable to
assume that parties only care about gains exceeding a certain, fixed lower bound, for example,
to compensate invested resources used to find and play alternative strategies. By choosing κ
adequately, any negligible gain from using a different strategy falls below this bound and, thus,
is irrelevant to the party. Additionally, negligible gains are usually inevitable, since ITMs can
always guess solutions for any computationally hard problem provided within a type. If such
a problem is solved a party, arguably, gains utility, e. g. by forging new signed shares in secret
reconstruction. Hence, a prescribed ITM Mi could always be improved by running an ITM Mi0
which first guesses solutions for a given computational problem. Then, if the problem is solved
it runs a machine leading to some utility which is δ(κ) higher than running Mi ; otherwise Mi0
runs Mi . The expected improvement of such a strategy would be µ(κ) · δ(κ) for some negligible
function µ. As long as the maximal possible gain from breaking a computational assumption is
polynomially bounded, the gain by trying to break a computational assumption is negligible.
Definition 3.2 (Computational d-Resilient
 Equilibrium). Let 1 ≤ d ≤ n and computational
game Γ̂ = {Si }i∈ [n] , {ui }i∈[n] , {D(κ)}κ∈N . We call strategy profile (M1 , . . . , Mn ) computational d-resilient equilibrium, if for all coalitions C ⊆ [n] with |C| ≤ d, all i ∈ C and all
MC0 ∈ SC we have
ui (κ, MC0 , M−C ) . ui (κ, M[n] ).
In other words, the chosen strategies are in an equilibrium, if the gain of switching strategies
is, asymptotically, at most negligible. This is analogue to the cryptographic idea where breaking
a security property with negligible chance is not considered as success for adversaries. Different
to d-resilient equilibria (Definition 2.6) from Section 2.4, in the computational context it makes
a difference that we consider the expected utility of a strategy before and not after obtaining
a type. In particular, for any fixed computational problem there exists a solution which can
be hardwired within a machine. Therefore, for every type containing computationally hard
problems there exists a machine solving these and, arguably, improving the utility compared to
machines not solving them. Hence, requiring ui (ti , MC0 , M−C ) . ui (ti , M[n] ) for all ti and all
MC0 while relying on a computational assumption is generally impossible to instantiate.

Problems of IDoWDS in Computational Settings
As described in Section 2.4, d-resilient equilibria might still have undesirable properties in reality.
In particular, if a strategy si exists which weakly dominates her equilibrial strategy s0i , a rational
party arguably takes the weak domination as tie breaker and chooses s0i as her strategy. To reflect that strategies within an equilibrium should not be weakly dominated by other strategies,
we introduced the notion of IDoWDS (Definition 2.9) and expect equilibria from practical mechanisms to survive IDoWDS. However, adapting IDoWDS in a meaningful way to computational
games and MPC protocols which rely on computational assumptions is hard or even impossible.
Indeed, the first intuition might be to redefine weak domination (Definition 2.8) with respect
to computational games and, then, simply apply Definition 2.9. A reasonable definition might
consider a strategy, i. e. ITM, as weakly dominated, if another strategy exists which is never
more than negligibly worse, but sometimes more than negligibly better. If we assume a polynomially bounded gain for machines which solve the provided computationally hard problem, this
property seems meaningful: As long as both run a polynomial number of steps, a machine M is
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not weakly dominated by M 0 which follows the same instructions as M and simultaneously tries
to find a solution si in the superpolynomial, but finite set of solutions S(κ) = {s1 , s2 . . . , sr }.
However, machine M ∗ which checks in interaction round i whether solution si corresponds to
the given problem, is guaranteed to find a solution after at most r steps. In the secret reconstruction or MPC context players have no incentive to beneficially interact within or after
such a (de facto) last round. Hence machines interacting beneficially in round r or later are
weakly dominated and, thus, are deleted by the IDoWDS. Now, r − 1 becomes the (de facto)
last round and by backwards induction only machines which do not interact beneficially at all
remain. This problem was noted by Garay et al. [Gar+13] and, to the best of our knowledge, has
not been solved satisfactorily yet. Indeed, the problem is inevitable when instantiating private
channels with public key encryption and a public key infrastructure: Any polynomial number of
encrypted messages can be decrypted with certainty by iterating through the whole key space.
Authenticity, for example, when using signed shares, could still be maintained by invalidating
old signing keys and reinitializing new ones every constant or polynomial number of rounds.
However, we believe to adapt protocols to prevent possibilities which in reality will almost never
occur is not the correct approach. Rather the notion needs to be adapted in a meaningful way.
In lack of a suitable alternative, we do not define practical mechanisms for computational games
but only consider the adaption of normal mechanisms.

Definition 3.3 (Computational Mechanism). For a computational game Γ̂ and a strategy profile
M[n] we call (Γ̂, M[n] ) a computational d-resilient mechanism, if M[n] is a computational dresilient equilibrium in Γ̂.

We believe, the problems above can be resolved by using a more complex model for weak
domination with respect to computational games. Concretely, the issue is the existence of
a known, fixed round in which, though being practically never reached within any expected
polynomial time protocol, all parties prefer to stop interacting in a beneficial way. However,
results reached after a superpolynomial number of interaction rounds should be irrelevant for
computationally bounded players. We think, the ideas of Halpern and Pass [HP10] and Maleka,
Shareef, and Rangan [MSR08] might be interesting to tackle this problem. Halpern and Pass
[HP10] consider costly computation where, with increasing computational resources invested, the
gained utilities decrease over time. Maleka, Shareef, and Rangan [MSR08], essentially, model
costs using so-called discount factors which shrink the utility on a long-term run. Inspired by
their notions, we briefly describe an idea which might be analyzed further in subsequent works.
Particularly, we think of sampling a personal last round ri for every player Pi together with her
type. If Pi does not choose its output before round ri ends, she obtains 0 utility. This can be
seen as model for cases where Pi has set herself a fixed limit of time and other resources she is
willing to spend. These values ri might be chosen, such that (1) the inspected protocol ends
with high probability within less rounds, (2) computational problems cannot be efficiently solved
within the number of rounds, and (3) every party has a low probability of predicting another
party’s final round. Under these conditions, Pi ’s machines interacting after round ri are even
strictly dominated by machines which do not and, thus, are deleted by the IDoWDS. Hence,
Pi ’s remaining strategies considered by the IDoWDS are these which interact for at most ri
rounds. Because these rounds ri are no common knowledge, the backwards induction argument,
which relies on the property that every party knows, when a final round is reached does not
apply anymore. As noted above, this is only an idea which could not be analyzed further within
this thesis.
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3.2

Rational Secret Sharing

In rational secret sharing we consider the problem of reconstructing shared secrets in the presence
of rational players. Reconstructing secrets is a very natural task within secure MPC protocols
satisfying Definition 2.19. Indeed, in the sense of Goldreich [Gol04, Definition 7.3.13], MPC
protocols are canonical if they proceed in two phases: First, run a protocol which securely
computes a sharing of the evaluated functionality’s value and distributes the shares among
the parties. Second, the parties reconstruct the secret using some given protocol. Halpern and
Teague [HT04] were the first to notice and prove the impossibility of any reconstruction protocols
with a fixed upper bound on their round length in the rational setting. Before elaborating on
their arguments we explicitly model the problem of reconstructing shared secrets as a game.
Similar to Asharov and Lindell [AL11], we define the setting for players which possibly obtain auxiliary information related to the shared secret. Comparable to the traditional MPC
framework (c. f. Section 2.6), providing auxiliary information is often necessary when we need
to preserve a protocol’s properties while being used as subcomponent of another protocol. The
secret reconstruction game is played by n players with respect to some secret-sharing scheme
(Share, Recon) having domain of secrets Y . In the game’s beginning, some secret and corresponding auxiliary information are chosen according to a publicly known distribution. Then a sharing
is computed and every player is given a type containing her auxiliary information and share. We
assume the players may only pick an ITM which eventually outputs a value y ∈ Y . Like many
other works in the field of rational secret-sharing (e. g. [HT04; GK06; Ong+09; FKN10; LS10]),
we assume a player’s utility to depend only on which secret was chosen and which guesses were
eventually made by the players. Note, this model simplifies reality, for example, due to ignoring
the players’ confidences in their guesses: For example, with respect to future actions a player
may gains more when another party puts all her trust in some falsely reconstructed value instead
of being more cautious. Such considerations were first taken closer into account by Asharov and
Lindell [AL11] and, based on their results, by De and Pal [DP13].
Definition 3.4 (Secret Reconstruction Game). The secret reconstruction game ΓS,D,u (with
auxiliary inputs) is a typed game with secret-sharing scheme S = (Share, Recon) having domain
of secrets Y , secret and auxiliary input distribution D ∈ ∆(Y × ({0, 1}∗ )n ) and utility maps
ui : Y × Y n → R. Pi ’s strategies are all ITMs Mi which output a guess yi ∈ Y after their
interaction ends. In the game, first, secret y and auxiliary inputs a[n] are chosen, i. e. (y, a[n] ) ←
D. Then a sharing of y is generated by s[n] ← Share(y) and every player Pi privately obtains
her type (si , ai ). For strategy profile (M1 , . . . , Mn ), Pi ’s utility is
ui (M[n] ) := E[(y, a[n] ) ← D, s[n] ← Share(y), y[n] ← OutM[n] ((s, a)[n] ) : ui (y, y[n] )].
In the computational version, denoted by Γ̂S,D,u , there is a security parameter κ ∈ N such that
Share(1κ , y) computes the shares (of size κ), the types may contain additional inputs (i. e. generated computationally hard problems) and strategies are ppt computable on their non-auxiliary
input.
The desired goal for such a reconstruction setting is a protocol which makes every party learn
the shared secret correctly as well as efficiently. Additionally to these properties, it needs to be
stable with respect to the players’ incentives, i. e. coalitions of up to d players must not gain
(noticeably) by deviating from the protocol. In game-theoretic terms, we design a (possibly
computational) d-resilient practical mechanism for ΓD,S,u which has the desired goals stated
above.
Definition 3.5 (Secret Reconstruction Mechanism). Let ΓS,D,u be a secret reconstruction game
(Definition 3.4). A strategy profile M[n] is called d-resilient secret reconstruction mechanism for
ΓS,D,u , if the following conditions hold:
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1. For all (y, a[n] ) ∈ supp(D), s[n] ∈ supp(Share(y)) and 0 < ε ≤ 1 there exists a polynomial
p : R → N such that Pr[OutM[n] ((s, a)[n] ) = y n ] ≥ 1−ε and, additionally, TimeM[n] ((s, a)[n] ) ≤
p(ε), i. e. the expected runtime is polynomially bounded in ε.
2. M[n] is a d-resilient equilibrium in ΓS,D,u , i. e. (ΓS,D,u , M[n] ) is a d-resilient mechanism.
If M[n] additionally survives IDoWDS (Definition 2.9), it is further called practical. For the
computational game Γ̂S,D,u we, instead of conditions 1 and 2, require correctness with respect to
a negligible function µ, and a computational d-resilient mechanism (Definition 3.2).
Although not modeling all these details, Halpern and Teague [HT04] essentially show, that
no protocol with a known final roundcan be a practical reconstruction mechanism with respect to
reasonable assumptions on the player’s utilities. Concretely, the compare two resulting outputs
from a protocol run: On the one hand, Pi ’s utility is strictly higher when she correctly outputs the
shared secret compared to when she does not. On the other hand, when another party outputs
a wrong value instead of the correct one, Pi ’s utility does never decrease and, additionally, for at
least one party even increases. Dodis and Rabin [DR07] refer to these properties as correctness
and, respectively, exclusivity. Utility functions reflecting these properties are called natural for
secret reconstruction by Asharov and Lindell [AL11]. Different to Asharov and Lindell [AL11],
utilities in our scenario may depend on the concrete guesses for the secret and not just a binary
vector indicating right and wrong guesses.
Definition 3.6 (Natural Reconstruction Utilities). We call functions u[n] with ui : Y × Y n → R
0 ∈ Y n we have
natural reconstruction utilities if for all i ∈ [n], y ∈ Y and y[n] , y[n]
0 ), if y = y 6= y 0 .
1. (Correctness) ui (y, y[n] ) > ui (y, y[n]
i
i
0 ), if ∃j ∗ ∈ [n] with y ∗ = y 6= y 0 and for all j 6= j ∗ we
2. (Exclusivity) ui (y, y[n] ) ≥ ui (y, y[n]
j
j∗
have yj = yj0 .

Note, if too many players do not gain strictly from exclusivity, i. e. have no “rivals”, the trivial
protocol instructing every party to broadcast her shares is d-resilient. If this is not the case and
if we assume natural reconstruction utilities, the impossibility of reconstruction mechanisms
with deterministic last round is due to the iterated deletion of weakly dominated strategies
(Definition 2.9). Intuitively, for any player Pi with rivals, revealing “beneficial” information in
the last round is weakly dominated by not sending anything and, thus, deleted as selectable
strategy. To see this, recall a strategy Mi being weakly dominated by Mi0 means, that Mi never
yields higher, but sometimes yields lower utility than Mi0 . Revealing beneficial information in the
last round does not affect the own knowledge and, thus, not the own output’s correctness. Indeed,
it might only increase the others’ probabilities of correctly outputting the secret. Hence, by
exclusivity and correctness, the utility cannot be higher than when not revealing the information.
Moreover, it is possible to construct machines M−i such that at least one rival’s probability to
correctly guess the secret is increased by the revealed information. Thus, all ITMs Mi which
reveal new information in the last round are deleted by the process of IDoWDS. This makes
the second-last round the effective last round and the process inductively applies until no ITM
revealing beneficialinformation remains.
Besides their impossibility theorem, Halpern and Teague [HT04] prove the existence of a
protocol with indefinite last round which, essentially, builds a 1-resilient practical secret reconstruction mechanism assuming a (perfectly) n-authenticated secret-sharing scheme, more than
two players, and simultaneous communication channels. Gordon and Katz [GK06] and Abraham
et al. [Abr+06] enhance this result and cover settings with two and more players and higher dresiliency while relaxing the secret-sharing scheme to be only (perfectly) d-authenticated. Their
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ideas have in common, to introduce an uncertainty about whether the current interaction round
is the effectively last one, i. e. reveals the secret. Furthermore, if a party deviates from the
protocol this is caught immediately after an interaction round and makes all parties stop further interaction. The uncertainty whether a round reveals the secret is chosen such that the
probability of not learning the secret due to being caught outweighs the possible gain of more
exclusivity.
In the aforementioned works, it suffices to suppose natural reconstruction utilities in order to
instantiate a reconstruction mechanism based on the concrete utility values. However, they, for
example, do not model auxiliary information or the choice of secrets at all. Depending on the
concrete utility values and distribution over secrets and auxiliary information, guessing the secret
instead of running any protocol might be favorable to rational parties. For instance, assume
there are two parties P1 , P2 and secrets are chosen uniformly at random from Y = {y1 , y2 }
without auxiliary information. Solely based on her share, any party guesses the secret correctly
with probability 12 by the sharing scheme’s perfect privacy. Now, suppose P1 ’s utility is 10 when
she outputs the correct secret while P2 is wrong, 3 when both output the correct secret, 2 when
both are wrong, and 1 when she is wrong while P2 is right. The ITM which chooses its output
y uniformly at random from Y without any interaction leads, independently of P2 ’s strategy, to
an expected utility of 14 (10 + 3 + 2 + 1) = 4 for P1 . Any protocol which (almost always) leads
both parties to the correct result yields the strictly lower expected utility of 3. Hence, even
assuming a (perfectly) d-authenticated secret-sharing scheme, having natural utilities is not a
sufficient condition for the existence of reconstruction mechanisms in our modeling. To overcome
this we define the notion of d-non-cooperatively reconstrutability which, especially, ensures, that
guessing secrets does not outperform protocols leading to correct outputs. Therefore, we use a
mediated typed game (Definition 2.11), i. e. a game where players send (possibly substituted)
types to a mediator M and, based on these types, receive back a recommended strategy which
they use to choose their final strategy.
Definition 3.7 (d-Non-Cooperatively Reconstructable). The ideal secret reconstruction game
Γideal
S,D,u,M corresponding to a secret reconstruction game ΓS,D,u (Definition 3.4) is a mediated
typed game (Definition 2.11) where every player Pi ’s (final) strategy set is equal to the domain
of secrets Y and the mediator strategy M is
M((s, a)[n] ) :=


Recon(s[n] )n ,
y[n] with yi ←

arg max Pr[D|ai

= (y, ·)],

if Recon(s[n] ) 6=⊥
otherwise.

y∈Y

In the game, first, secret and auxiliary information (y, a[n] ) ← D and shares s[n] ← Share(y)
are sampled. Every player Pi then obtains (s, a)i , samples (s0 , a0 )i ← δi1 ((s, a)i ) and sends it
to the mediator. Mediator M samples y[n] ← M((s0 , a0 )[n] ), returns yi back to Pi who samples
her final strategy yi0 ← δi2 ((s, a)i , (s0 , a0 )i , yi ). Secrets are d-non-cooperatively reconstructable in
ΓS,D,u , if playing the canonical strategy, i. e. truthfully inputting (s, a)i into M and outputting
the recommendation, is a d-resilient equilibrium in Γideal
S,D,u,M .
Secrets are computationally d-non-cooperatively reconstructable, if playing the canonical
strategy is a computational d-resilient equilibrium for the computational version of Γideal
S,D,u,M .
In other words, unless Recon detects invalid shares, the mediator reconstructs a secret using
shares from the (possibly substituted) types. If Recon detects invalid shares, M computes and
recommends to every player the likeliest secret with respect to D conditioned on the provided
auxiliary information ai . If sending true types and outputting the recommendation builds a
d-resilient equilibrium, we say secrets are d-non-cooperatively reconstructable (d-NCR). Within
our setting, d-NCR is a necessary condition for the existence of a (practical) d-resilient reconstruction mechanism. If d-NCR does not hold, then no correct reconstruction protocol can be
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d-resilient in the particular setting. Concretely, there exists a size-d coalition which gains from
replacing her (computationally) non-d-authenticated shares or aborting the protocol and guessing the secret. Since we will always assume a (computationally) d-authenticated sharing, d-NCR
effectively prevents that guessing secrets is a better alternative to interaction. If a d-resilient
reconstruction mechanism preserves its properties within any setting which is d-NCR, we call it
utility independent in our model. Our notion is similar to utility independence of Asharov and
Lindell [AL11] who, as noted above, take slightly different utility functions into account.
Definition 3.8 (Utility Independent Reconstruction Mechanism). A d-resilient secret reconstruction mechanism M[n] (for some secret reconstruction game ΓS,D,u ) is called utility independent, if M[n] is a d-resilient secret reconstruction mechanism for any secret reconstruction
game ΓS,D0 ,u0 (Definition 3.5) where utilities u0 and distribution D0 are such that secrets are
d-non-cooperatively reconstructable (Definition 3.7).
Analogously, utility independence is defined for a practical (resp., computational) d-resilient
reconstruction mechanism M[n] , i. e. M[n] should remain a practical (resp., computational)
mechanism within any d-NCR (resp., computational d-NCR) setting. Utility independence is
required when instantiating protocols without knowledge of the participants’ concrete utilities.
This is relevant as in reality even parties themselves are incapable of stating their explicit utility
values. Additionally, utility independence is also an advantageous property when using a reconstruction mechanism as another protocol’s subcomponent as we will do. Particularly, as long as
the outer protocol guarantees a reconstruction setting which is d-NCR, all parties will stick to
their prescription even if d of them collude. Our assumptions and the constructed protocol for
rational MPC or, more precise, rational function evaluation ensure a d-NCR environment when
the secret reconstruction mechanism is run as subcomponent. Utility independence yields that
no size-d coalition has a better alternative than sticking to the reconstruction protocol.

3.3

Rational MPC and Function Evaluation

MPC focuses, as described in Section 2.6, on the problem of jointly computing a given functionality f ’s outputs correctly while preserving the privacy of the used inputs. In rational MPC we
analyze protocols in the presence of rational players whose interests, primarily, lie in learning
the correct output while, secondarily, e. g. keeping their own inputs private, learning further
information on the other players’ inputs or preventing other players from gaining information.
In their work on rational secret sharing, Halpern and Teague [HT04] noted that traditionally
secure MPC protocols (c. f. Section 2.6) face the same problems as secret reconstruction protocols with respect to rational players. Indeed, their argument on the non-existence of a secret
reconstruction mechanism with deterministic number of rounds applies to protocols computing
f as well: With respect to not sending anything in the last round, revealing beneficial information is weakly dominated and, thus, deleted by the IDoWDS Hence, the second-last round
becomes the effective last round and, by backwards induction, their statement then follows (c. f.
discussion after Definition 3.6).
In this thesis, we consider the problem of function evaluation, which is a slightly less general
problem of rational MPC than Halpern and Teague [HT04] consider. We focus on the evaluation of single-output functions f : X1 × · · · × Xn → Y where the only information of interest
to the players is f ’s output for the provided inputs x1 , . . . , xn . Indeed, we formalize the ideas
described by Gordon and Katz [GK06, Section 5] within our game-theoretic framework. Following structure and notions are mostly analogue to Section 3.2. Therefore, explanations and
discussions which are similar to those from rational secret sharing are less comprehensive. First,
we define a game which models function evaluation for rational players in reality. As in secret
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reconstruction, the utilities solely depend on the final guesses on the values which is a simplification. Considering goals from MPC, this simplification is rougher than in secret reconstruction
because, for example, knowledge beyond the function value gained when playing the game is not
reflected in the utilities. Note, our model could be extended to cover this by removing the ITMs’
restrictions to output a single value from Y and allowing to output additional values related to
X[n] or Y . More general, we could also consider the parties’ views after the protocol execution.
However, we consider the more basic model in order to provide clean formal proofs which, in
future, can be extended formally to more complex models.
Definition 3.9 (Function Evaluation Game (Real)). The (real) function evaluation game Γf,D,u
is a typed game for function f : X[n] → Y with finite sets X1 , . . . , Xn , Y , type distribution D ∈
∆(X[n] ) and utilities defined by ui : Y × Y n → R. The players’ strategies are ITMs which output
an element from Y after their interaction on the sampled types ends. Formally, for strategy
profile (M1 , . . . , Mn ) Pi ’s utility is
ui (M[n] ) = E[x[n] ← D, y[n] ← OutM[n] (x[n] ) : ui (f (x[n] ), y[n] )].
In the computational version, Γ̂f,D,u , there is a security parameter κ ∈ N such that for sufficiently
large κ we have |xi | = κ, the types may contain additional inputs (e. g. generated computational
hard problems), and strategies are ppt computable on their input.
Note, differently to the secret reconstruction game, the players obtain no explicit auxiliary
information alongside their inputs x[n] sampled according to D. However, because D is a distribution over ×i∈[n] Xi , the values might be correlated and therefore possibly carry implicit
auxiliary information. For rational function evaluation the goal is to design protocols which
lead all parties to (almost always) output the correct function value with respect to the sampled
types. As in secret reconstruction, following the protocol is required to be a d-resilient equilibrium, and the mechanism is called practical if it additionally survives IDoWDS. Furthermore,
natural utilities do reflect the incentive to, primarily, learn the correct function value for the
given values x[n] while, secondarily, preventing other parties from learning the value.
Definition 3.10 (Function Evaluation Mechanism). Let function evaluation game Γf,D,u (Definition 3.9). A strategy profile M[n] is called d-resilient function evaluation mechanism for Γf,D,u ,
if the following conditions hold:
1. For any x[n] ∈ supp(D) and 0 < ε ≤ 1 there exists a polynomial p : R → N such that
Pr[OutM (x[n] ) = (f (x[n] )n )] ≥ 1 − ε and TimeM (x[n] ) ≤ p(ε), i. e. the expected runtime is
polynomially bounded in ε.
2. M[n] is a d-resilient equilibrium in (Γf,D,u ), i. e. (Γf,D,u , M[n] ) is a d-resilient mechanism.
If M[n] additionally survives IDoWDS (Definition 2.9), it is further called practical. For the
computational game Γ̂f,D,u we, instead of conditions 1 and 2, require correctness with respect to
a negligible function µ, and a computational d-resilient mechanism (Definition 3.2).
Definition 3.11 (Natural MPC Utilities). We call functions u[n] with ui : Y × Y n → R natural
0 ∈ Y n we have
MPC utilities if for all i ∈ [n], y ∈ Y and y[n] , y[n]
0 ), if y = y 6= y 0 .
1. (Correctness) ui (y, y[n] ) > ui (y, y[n]
i
i
0 ), if ∃j ∗ ∈ [n] with y ∗ = y 6= y 0 and for all j 6= j ∗ we
2. (Exclusivity) ui (y, y[n] ) ≥ ui (y, y[n]
j
j∗
0
have yj = yj .
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As for secret reconstruction, in some settings a function evaluation mechanism may not
exist, although we have natural MPC utilities. To characterize settings where an evaluation
may exist, we use the property of d-non-cooperatively computable (d-NCC) settings, analogue
to d-NCR for secret reconstruction (Definition 3.7). NCC was first introduced by Shoham and
Tennenholtz [ST05]. We model the property within our framework closely to the description
given in [Kat08]. Therefore, as in Definition 3.7, we define a mediated typed game which is
called the ideal function evaluation game. Within this game, the mediator acts as trusted party
evaluating the function f for the players’ provided (and possibly substituted) inputs.
Definition 3.12 (Function Evaluation Game (Ideal)). The ideal function evaluation game for
f on input distribution D is a mediated typed game (Definition 2.11) Γideal
f,D,u,M where f, D and
u are as in the real game (Definition 3.9), every player Pi ’s (final) strategy set is Y and the
mediator strategy M is
M(x[n] ) :=


(f (x[n] ))n ,
y[n] with yi ← arg max Pr[x[n] ←
y∈Y

D|xi

: f (x[n] ) = y],

if ∀i ∈ [n] : xi 6=⊥
otherwise.

The game is played by sampling types x[n] ← D and sending them to the corresponding players.
Every player Pi then samples a type xi ← δi1 (xi ) ∈ ∆(Xi ∪ {⊥}) and sends it to the mediator.
Mediator M samples y[n] ← M(x0[n] ), returns yi back to Pi who samples her final strategy
yi0 ← δi2 (xi , x0i , yi ). For given profile δ[n] , Pi ’s utility is
1
0
2
0
ui (δ[n] ) = E[x[n] ← D, x0[n] ← δ[n]
(x[n] ), y[n] ← M(x0[n] ), y[n]
← δ[n]
((x, x0 , y)[n] ) : ui (f (x[n] ), y[n]
)].

Opposed to the traditional ideal world for MPC (Definition 2.18) we may not allow socalled premature abort where the aborting party (or coalition) learns the function value and the
remaining parties obtain a failure symbol ⊥. Otherwise, early abort would (in most scenarios)
display a dominating strategy in the rational model. Abortion is modeled by allowing the
parties to provide ⊥ to M . If at least one input was ⊥, M advises each player Pi to output the
most likeliest function value with respect to distribution D conditioned on her provided type xi .
Similar to the traditional ideal world model, it could be possible to consider settings where the
function is evaluated nonetheless, for example, using a default value for every party. If aborting
or substituting inputs is not preferred over using the mediator, the particular setting is called
d-NCC.
Definition 3.13 (d-NCC Function). Let ideal function evaluation game Γideal
f,D,u,M (Definition 3.12).
Function f is d-non-cooperatively computable (NCC) with respect to distribution D and utilities
u[n] if sending the true type to mediator M and outputting the returned value y, i. e. playing the
canonical strategy (Definition 2.12), forms a d-resilient equilibrium (Definition 2.7) in Γideal
f,D,u,M .
Note, different to secret reconstruction, we split d-NCC and the ideal game into two definitions, because we need to refer several times explicitly to one or the other. Furthermore, because
every set Xi is finite, the strategies/ITMs in use may have a different behavior for any given
xi encoded. Hence, if for at least one xi from D’s support there exists a better strategy than
providing xi truthfully to mediator M , then the function cannot be d-NCC. Indeed, based on
this consideration, Dodis and Rabin [DR07, Section 1.5.1] provide a concrete classification of
functions which may never be part of a d-NCC setting. One such class are dominated functions,
i. e. functions where at least one party Pi for some obtained value xi can determine f ’s output.
Hence, given xi , Pi does not need mediator M to compute the secret, but can use any substituted
x0i leading the remaining parties to a (possibly) wrong output f (x0i , x−i ). The second class of
functions is called reversible and, essentially, covers functions where some Pi can input a value
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x0i 6= xi , such that, given y 0 = f (x0i , x−i ), she can always compute the correct result f (x[n] ) while
P
the other parties sometimes do not learn it. For example, f (x[n] ) := i∈[n] xi is reversible: P1
may insert any x01 6= x1 with x01 ∈ X1 which makes the mediator’s recommendation y 0 wrong for
all other players while she can compute the correct value y 0 −x01 +x1 . An example for dominated
functions are max and min where one party given the highest or, respectively, lowest possible
value from D can always determine the output. As long as no other party obtained the same
maximal or, respectively, minimal value, she can send a different value to M and, thus, make all
other parties learn a wrong value. However, in the realistic case when D is not perfectly known,
both functions might be considered as d-NCC candidates. The kth order statistics, i. e. the kth
smallest value of a sampled set, build d-NCC functions for every d < k < n − d assuming pure
guessing leads to a worse expected utility than all parties learning the correct value. Assuming
the latter, Dodis and Rabin [DR07, Theorem 1.8] state that a function is 1-NCC if and only if it
is neither reversible nor dominated. By generalizing the notions of domination and reversibility
to coalitions of size d, the analogue is claimed to hold for d-NCC.
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Function Evaluation Mechanism
— Construction and Proof

4

In this chapter we provide a generic construction for the rational MPC problem of function
evaluation. We prove its required (security) properties for the model of function evaluation
established in Section 3.3. Particularly, our construction, depending on the assumptions yields,
provably, either a d-resilient mechanism for function evaluation or a computational one (c. f.
Definition 3.10).

4.1

Generic Construction of a Function Evaluation Mechanism

Before describing the construction itself, we briefly recall the setting of the computational function evaluation game Γ̂f,D,u (Definition 3.9) used throughout this section. At the beginning of
game Γ̂f,D,u with security parameter κ ∈ N every player Pi chooses a ppt ITM Mi which, after
interacting, outputs a value within the range Y of function f : X[n] → Y . Then every player
Pi obtains a type ti (with |ti | ≥ κ) containing xi ∈ Xi and (possibly) additional data describing computational hard problems. The values xi are sampled according to the publicly known
distribution D ∈ ∆(X[n] ). Next, every Pi runs Mi (ti ) which after its interaction with the other
machines outputs a value yi ∈ Y . Player Pi ’s utility ui then only depends on the true function
value f (x[n] ) and the outputs y[n] , i. e. is defined via ui : Y × Y n → R. We assume natural MPC
utilities u = (u1 , . . . , un ) which models each player’s incentive to, primarily, output the correct
value and, secondarily, minimize the number of other players being correct (c. f. Definition 3.11).
Our construction is, essentially, a generalized version of the proposal from Gordon and Katz
[GK06, Section5]. First, the parties compute a secret-sharing of f (x[n] ) using a traditional MPC
protocol. Afterwards, they run a secret reconstruction mechanism to obtain this value back
again. Remember, it does not suffice to compute f (x[n] ) directly using traditional MPC protocols
as in most settings adversaries can prematurely abort, i. e. learn the value while preventing the
others from doing so. We mainly deviate from Gordon and Katz [GK06] by modularizing their
approach. Particularly, in the construction we require only some secret-sharing scheme and some
corresponding reconstruction mechanism instead of fixed instantiations. To prove its function
evaluation mechanism’s properties we make further assumptions on these components but still do
not fix concrete schemes. This approach is intended to allow for more flexible implementations of
protocols used for rational function evaluation. To facilitate this modularization, besides Γ̂f,D,u ,
the number of players n, and the resiliency d we want to achieve, let
1. S = (Share, Recon) be some (k, n)-secret-sharing scheme (Definition 2.14) with domain of
secrets Y for n > k ≥ d, i. e. coalitions of up to size d, which we will consider, are not able
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to reconstruct the secrets without obtaining at least one other player’s share.
2. Π = (Π1 , . . . , Πn ) be some n-party protocol computing the following functionality:
(

g : ((x, κ)[n] ) 7→

Share(1κ1 , f (x[n] )) if ∀i, j : κi = κj ∧ xi ∈ Xi
⊥
otherwise

(4.1)

Note, (x, κ)[n] is our short notation for ((xi , κi )i∈[n] ) and the security parameter κ ∈ N is
an explicit input of Functionality 4.1. If not all parties insert the same security parameter
κi , ⊥ is output by definition. Since we will assume at least one player Pi to insert κi = κ
honestly, the remaining rational players have an incentive to do the same. Furthermore,
note that Π computing some functionality provides no security guarantees, but only ensures
correctness (c. f. Definition 2.17).
3. M = (M1 , . . . , Mn ) be some strategy profile for the computational secret reconstruction
game Γ̂S,D0 ,u (Definition 3.4) where D0 is defined by Pr[D0 = (f (x[n] ), x[n] )] := Pr[D = x[n] ]
for any x[n] ∈ X[n] . Hence, the shared value is sampled according to f (D) and every Pi ’s
auxiliary information is a corresponding xi . Thus, when Pi obtains xi alongside her share
she can deduce that the shared value was sampled from f (D|xi ) where D|xi is D conditioned
on xi was sampled. The utilities ui within Γ̂S,D0 ,u are the same as in the function evaluation
game Γ̂f,D,u . Hence, if the value y = f (x[n] ) was shared and the players’ guesses after the
interaction are y[n] , Pi obtains utility ui (y, y[n] ). This is equal to Pi ’s utility within the
function evaluation game when the players output y[n] for the given types x[n] .
Construction 4.1 (Generic Function Evaluation Protocol). Let security parameter κ ∈ N.
Further, let Γ̂f,D,u , (Share, Recon), Π = (Π1 , . . . , Πn ), M = (M1 , . . . , Mn ) as described above.
On common input 1κ and private input xi ∈ Xi strategy Mi∗ is:
1. Run Πi (1κ , xi ).
2. Let si denote the (local) output after the interaction of step 1. If si 6=⊥, run strategy
Mi (1κ , si , xi ). Else, stop sending (but continue listening) and output a likeliest correct
guess on f (x[n] ) with respect to D conditioned on xi , i. e. yi ← arg max Pr[f (D|xi ) = y].
y∈Y

As mentioned above, Construction 4.1 results in a strategy profile M ∗ = (M1∗ , . . . , Mn∗ ) for function evaluation. Suppose all parties stick to their prescription. Then, in step 1, a secret-sharing
of f (x[n] ) is sampled and distributed among the parties using protocol Π which computes Functionality 4.1. Afterwards, running the strategy profile M for secret reconstruction outputs some
value from Y after the interaction. However, until now neither correctness nor d-resiliency are
included. Following theorem states that M ∗ , under certain assumptions regarding its components, is a computational d-resilient function evaluation mechanism, i. e. a protocol which almost
always makes every player output the correct function value even if up to d rational parties are
considered to collude and deviate.
Theorem 4.2. The strategy profile M ∗ = (M1∗ , . . . , Mn∗ ) from Construction 4.1 is a computational d-resilient mechanism for function evaluation in Γf,D,u (Definition 3.10), if following
conditions hold:
(V1) Function f is d-NCC (Definition 3.13) with respect to distribution D and utilities u.
(V2) MPC protocol Π computes Functionality 4.1 d-securely (Definition 2.19).
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(V3) The strategy profile M = (M1 , . . . , Mn ) is a computational d-resilient secret reconstruction
mechanism (Definition 3.5) for Γ̂S,D0 ,u where secret and auxiliary input distribution D0 is
defined as Pr[D0 = (y, x[n] )] := Pr[D = x[n] ] for all x[n] ∈ X[n] and y := f (x[n] ).
(V4) The functions u = (u1 , . . . , un ) are polynomially bounded.
(V5) The reconstruction mechanism M is utility independent (Definition 3.8).
Note, although Assumption (V5) implies Assumption (V3) we make use of both assumptions. This is due to the fact, that a utility independent reconstruction mechanism is known to
be impossible in certain settings. Furthermore, we conjecture that Assumption (V5) is not a
necessary condition and weaker properties might suffice to instantiate Construction 4.1 securely.
Yet, we were not able to identify weaker sufficient notions existing reconstruction mechanisms
have in common. Nonetheless, we chose to explicitly distinguish between Assumptions (V3)
and (V5) to facilitate replacing the latter assumption within subsequent works.
Before heading to further results and Theorem 4.2’s formal proof, we explain informally how
the assumptions lead to a d-resilient function evaluation mechanism. Assumption (V1) is a necessary condition for the existence of such a mechanism. Particularly, if a setting is not d-NCC,
there exists at least one coalition of size d which has no interest in running any protocol honestly using its true inputs. Next, Assumption (V2) assures that the computationally bounded
coalition in phase 1 can at most substitute its inputs by x0C and, after obtaining its d shares,
possibly stop the execution. If the coalition aborts, it possesses d shares which, by the sharing
scheme’s perfect privacy, contain no new information compared to the beginning. If this strategy would improve utility, aborting would be better than playing the canonical strategy in the
ideal function evaluation game contradicting d-NCC. An improvement from substituting inputs
and then running the protocol honestly, i. e. making all parties learn f (x0C , x−C ), similarly contradicts d-NCC. Further, if the coalition does not substitute its inputs, then Assumption (V3)
assures that there is no better strategy than running the provided secret reconstruction mechanism. Assumption (V4) is a necessary assumption in computational games which ensures that
the negligible success probability of breaking a computational assumption does not affect the
expected utility noticeably. It seems like all relevant cases have been covered. However, it is
possible that the coalition substitutes its shares and then runs a different strategy than the
prescribed one. Because Assumption (V3) only covers the particular setting where the coalition
not substituted inputs we have no further guarantees on M ’s behavior. Yet, due to d-NCC and
the sharing’s privacy we can, essentially, deduce that it has an incentive to learn the secret and
make at least one other party not learn it. This means the setting is d-NCR and we know that
a utility independent mechanism (Assumption (V5)) is d-resilient in such a scenario.
Resulting from these considerations it is reasonable to ask whether we can drop the assumption for computationally bounded players. To do this, we first need to use a perfectly d-secure
MPC protocol in stage 1. Such a protocol ensures that no size-d coalition, independently of its
computational power, can do anything beyond substituting its inputs or prematurely aborting.
Next, using a secret reconstruction mechanism which is d-resilient and utility independent in the
presence of unbounded parties, leads to the same conclusion as above. Particularly, no coalition
has an incentive to deviate in either step 1 or step 2, i. e. the protocol is d-resilient even assuming computationally unbounded rational coalitions. The polynomial bound on utilities can
be dropped as there exists neither an assumption breakable with negligible probability nor a
security parameter in which the utility could be bounded at all.
Corollary 4.3. The strategy profile M ∗ = (M1∗ , . . . , Mn∗ ) from Construction 4.1 is a d-resilient
mechanism for function evaluation in Γf,D,u (Definition 3.10), if following conditions hold:
(V1’) Function f is d-NCC (Definition 3.13) with respect to distribution D and utilities u.
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(V2’) MPC protocol Π computes Functionality 4.1 perfectly d-secure (Definition 2.19).
(V3’) The strategy profile M = (M1 , . . . , Mn ) is a d-resilient secret reconstruction mechanism
(Definition 3.5) for ΓS,D0 ,u with secret and auxiliary input distribution D0 such that Pr[D0 =
(y, x[n] )] = Pr[D = x[n] ] for all x[n] ∈ X[n] and y := f (x[n] ).
(V4’) The reconstruction mechanism M is utility independent (Definition 3.8).
Note, within the standard game theoretic notions without further computational assumptions, the notion of practical mechanisms, i. e. where the provided d-resilient equilibrium survives
IDoWDS, is relevant. We claim that the function evaluation mechanism inherits the property
of surviving IDoWDS from any practical d-resilient reconstruction mechanism.
Claim 4.4. If Assumptions (V1’) to (V4’) hold and the reconstruction mechanism M is additionally practical, i. e. survives IDoWDS, then M ∗ = (M1∗ , . . . , Mn∗ ) from Construction 4.1 is a
practical d-resilient mechanism for function evaluation in Γf,D,u (Definition 3.10).
Due to a lack of time, we were not able to prove Claim 4.4 formally. However, the reasonable
way on how to approach this seems as follows: First, any substitution which leads to a setting
which is not d-NCR, i. e. where the coalition has no incentive of learning the secret exclusively,
is weakly dominated by running the honest strategy. Otherwise and equivalently, the coalition
could have aborted the protocol without any interaction. Due to d-NCC this is not better than
all parties learning the correct value. Hence, the only possible deviations in phase 1 left to be
considered are substitutions which lead to a d-NCR setting. However, because we assume a
practical reconstruction mechanism M , its strategies survive IDoWDS in any d-NCR setting.
Hence, if there exists a strategy which weakly dominates M in the d-NCR setting, this contradicts
the assumption of a practical mechanism. Therefore, deviating in the first phase never weakly
dominates sticking to the coalition’s prescription. Hence, the first step survives always IDoWDS
and the second step, by assumption, does either.
Note, we have not yet stated under which circumstances the assumptions can be fulfilled,
i. e. when a protocol Π and reconstruction mechanism M does exist. In the context of computationally bounded players this mainly depends on underlying communication channels and utility
properties. However, we defer these considerations into Chapter 5 and focus on the formal proof
of Theorem 4.2.

4.2

Proof of Theorem 4.2

In order to prove Theorem 4.2, we need to show M ∗ = (M1∗ , . . . , Mn∗ ) from Construction 4.1 is
a d-resilient computational mechanism for function evaluation (Definition 3.10) given Assumptions (V1) to (V4). Particularly, this requires to prove following properties which we do in the
referenced lemmas:
1. The strategy profile M ∗ makes all players output the correct result for any given types
x[n] ∈ supp(D) within expected polynomial runtime (Lemma 4.5).
2. M ∗ forms a d-resilient computational equilibrium in Γ̂f,D,u (Lemma 4.6).
In order to simplify notation in the following, for any given strategy Mi let M 1i and M 2i denote
the corresponding machines used in step 1 and step 2, respectively. Further, recall Pi ’s utility for
any given strategy profile (M1 , . . . , Mn ) security parameter κ is defined as expectation value over
types chosen according to D(κ) and the machines’ final outputs. Moreover, in the computational
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function evaluation game the types ti besides xi ∈ Xi (may) contain additional information
ai ∈ {0, 1}∗ , e. g. expressing some generated computationally hard problems. Formally we have
0
ui (κ, M[n]
) := E[(x, a)[n] = t[n] ← D(κ), y[n] ← OutM[n] ((x, a)[n] ) : ui (κ, f (x[n] ), y[n] )]

= E[(x, a)[n] = t[n] ← D(κ), y[n] ← OutM 2[n] (OutM 1[n] ((x, a)[n] ) : ui (κ, f (x[n] ), y[n] ))].

For the sake of readability we drop the additional a[n] and will write x[n] ← D only. Moreover,
we generally drop security parameter κ and assume every xi and the evaluated value f (x[n] )
contains κ implicitly via its length. For sufficiently large κ we can ensure the length κ for xi
and f (x[n] ) using padding. Hence, Pi ’s utility from coalition C on a given xC becomes
ui (xC , M[n] ) = ui (κ, xC , M[n] ) = E[x[n] ← D|xC , y[n] ← OutM[n] (x[n] ) : ui (f (x[n] ), y[n] )].
Lemma 4.5 (Correctness). If Assumptions (V2) and (V3) hold, Construction 4.1 is correct,
i. e. there exists a negligible function µ and a polynomial p, such that for all types x[n] ∈ supp(D)
and all sufficiently large κ ∈ N we have
∗

1. Pr[OutM (x[n] ) = (f (x[n] ))n ] ≥ 1 − µ(κ), i. e. with all but negligible probability all parties
output the correct value.
∗

2. TimeM (x[n] ) ≤ p(κ), i. e. the expected runtime, in terms of interaction rounds, is polynomially bounded.
Proof. Correct outputs in all but a negligible fraction of cases follows from the properties of Π
and M : In particular, Π computes Functionality 4.1 which, by Definition 2.17, means that the
parties’ eventual outputs are distributed identically to the functionality’s definition. Thus, for
∗
id.
the inputs from supp(D) ⊆ X[n] , we have OutM 1 (x[n] ) ≡ Share(1κ , f (x[n] )) for step 1. In the
second step we use the d-resilient secret reconstruction mechanism M from Assumption (V3)
to reconstruct the shared value f (x[n] ). One of M ’s properties is that it leads the parties with
all but negligible probability to the correct secret (c. f. Definition 3.5). Hence, as desired, there
exists a negligible function µ, such that
∗

Pr[OutM (x[n] ) = (f (x[n] ))n ] = Pr[OutM (Share(1κ , f (x[n] ))) = (f (x[n] ))n ] ≥ 1 − µ(κ),
where κ = |x1 |.
Expected polynomial runtime follows because Π computing a functionality requires expected
polynomial runtime for any input (Definition 2.17). Additionally, the players’ local outputs after
step 1 are shares of the secret f (x[n] ). Given correctly computed shares, as provided by step 1,
one property of a secret reconstruction mechanism is to run within expected polynomial time
(c. f. Definition 3.5). Hence, combining both parts results in a total expected runtime which is
polynomially bounded as well.
Lemma 4.6 (Computational d-Resilience). If Assumptions (V1) to (V5) hold, M ∗ is a computational d-resilient typed equilibrium (Definition 3.2) for Γf,D,u .
Proof. First, recall that a computational d-resilient equilibrium (Definition 3.2) means that
no coalition C, |C| ≤ d, gains non-negligibly from playing a different ppt strategy than MC∗ .
Therefore, to prove that M ∗ is a computational d-resilient equilibrium, we show that for any
C ⊆ [n] with |C| ≤ d, i ∈ C, and ppt ITM MC0 we have
∗
ui (κ, MC0 , M−C
) . ui (κ, M ∗ ),
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where . is our short notation for “there exists a negligible µ function such that for all sufficiently
large κ the left expression is less or equal than the right expression plus µ(κ)”. However, it suffices
to show that for all xC ∈ XC we have
∗
ui (xC , MC0 , M−C
) . ui (xC , M ∗ ),

(4.3)

where ui (xC , M[n] ) = E[x[n] ← D|xC , y[n] ← OutM[n] (x[n] ) : ui (κ, f (x[n] ), y[n] )] for any strategy
profile M[n] , i. e. Pi ’s expected utility for some strategy profile M[n] conditioned on (part of) her
type being xi . If Inequality 4.3 holds for all xC ∈ XC , then Inequality 4.2 holds because of
ui (κ, MC0 , M−C ) =

X

∗
Pr[D(κ) = (xc , ·)] · ui (xC , MC0 , M−C
)

xC ∈XC

X

.

Pr[D(κ) = (xc , ·)] · ui (xC , M ∗ )

xC ∈XC

= ui (κ, M ∗ ).
This holds, due to the finite and constant set XC : The total improvement from using MC0 instead
of MC is at most |XC | · µ for some negligible µ which is a negligible function again.
Therefore, we fix an arbitrary xC ∈ XC and prove Inequality 4.3. Remember, we consider
strategies Mi0 as split into two machines M 10i and M 20i representing step 1 and, respectively,
step 2 of Construction 4.1. Further we have M 1∗−C = Π−C because the non-C players are
supposed to stick to their strategy for computing Functionality 4.1 named g. From now on we
∗ ), M 10 := (M 10 , Π
0
0
∗
use M 0 := (MC0 , M−C
−C ) and M 2 := (M 2C , M 2−C ) and may write
C
0

ui (xC , M 0 ) := E[x[n] ← D|xC , y[n] ← OutM (x[n] ) : ui (f (x[n] ), y[n] )]
0

0

= E[x[n] ← D|xC , y[n] ← OutM 2 (OutM 1 (x[n] )) : ui (f (x[n] ), y[n] )].
Since the protocol is d-secure (Assumption (V2)) and |C| ≤ d, there exists a ppt B for M 10C
comp.
0
such that for all x[n] ∈ X[n] we have OutM 1 (x[n] ) ≡ Idealg,C,B(z) (x[n] ) with Idealg,C,B(z) (x[n] )
0

comp.

as in Definition 2.18. It follows that OutM 1 (D|xC ) ≡ Idealg,C,B(z) (D|xC ). Before considering
the particular cases of Idealg,C,B(z) (D|xC ), we argue that replacing the output distribution of
M 10 by the better analyzable ideal distribution changes the expected utility at most negligibly.
Formally,
0

0

ui (xC , M 0 ) = E[x[n] ← D|xC , y[n] ← OutM 2 (OutM 1 (x[n] )) : ui (f (x[n] ), y[n] )]
0

h E[x[n] ← D|xC , y[n] ← OutM 2 (Idealg,C,B(z) (x[n] )) : ui (f (x[n] ), y[n] )].

(4.4)

where h is our short notation for the compared terms differing at most negligibly. Given
relation 4.4, upper-bounding the last term by ui (xC , M ∗ ) + µ(κ) for some negligible µ finishes
the proof. It holds due to two reasons. First, as long as the interaction of protocol M 20 runs in
expected polynomial time, we have
0

0

comp.

0

OutM 2 (OutM 1 (D|xC )) ≡ OutM 2 (Idealg,C,B(z) (D|xC )).
Otherwise a ppt D could distinguish the inner random variables by simulating the interaction of
M 20 sufficiently long on a given challenge. More formally, a ppt can choose a polynomial p such
that with all but negligible probability the expected polynomial time interaction stops within
p(κ) steps. Second, a property of MPC utilities (Assumption (V4)) is, that they are polynomially
bounded in security parameter κ within the computational setting. Therefore, the expected
utility changes at most negligibly on computationally indistinguishable distributions. Indeed the
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expectation value of any polynomially bounded function on computationally indistinguishable
inputs changes at most negligibly. We formalize this in Lemma 2.2. The argument is that a nonnegligibly higher expectation value implies the existence of an element, hit with non-negligible
probability, on which the random variables differ non-negligibly. The distinguisher then takes
advantage of this element.
By Definition 2.18, Idealg,C,B(z) (D|xC ) splits into two scenarios where either prematurely
aborting is allowed to a coalition or is not. We suppose it is allowed as this covers the other
scenario as special case. Depending on B’s random choices, Idealg,C,B(z) (D|xC ) is distributed
identical to one of the following cases:
|x

1. ((⊥)|−C| , B(xC , x0C , g(x0C , D−CC )C , ⊥)) if B aborts the protocol after choosing some value
x0C ∈ XC and obtaining its outputs. We assume that B never aborts after inserting an
element x0C 6∈ XC as this case is covered by case 2a. Plugging in functionality g’s definition,
|x
we get ((⊥)|−C| , B(xC , x0C , sC , ⊥)) with sC ← Share(f (x0C , D−CC ))C .
|x

|x

2. (g(x0C , D−CC )−C , B(xC , x0C , g(x0C , D−CC )C )) for B(xC ) = x0C if B not aborts the protocol
after obtaining its outputs. By definition of functionality g (4.1) we subdivide this into
the cases
(a) ((⊥)|−C| , B(xC , x0C , (⊥)|C| )) if x0C 6∈ XC .
|x

(b) (s−C , B(xC , xC , sC )) with (sC , s−C ) ← Share(f (xC , D−CC )) if x0C = xC .
|x

(c) (s−C , B(xC , x0C , sC )) with (sC , s−C ) ← Share(f (x0C , D−CC )) if xC 6= x0C ∈ XC .
Let E1 denote the event when B’s actions lead to case 1. Analogously, E2 denotes the event for
|Ej
(D|xC ) denote
case 2a, E3 for case 2b, and E4 for case 2c, respectively. Further, let Idealg,C,B(z)
the ideal distribution conditioned on event Ej . Using conditioned probabilities we get
0

E[x[n] ← D|xC , y[n] ← OutM 2 (Idealg,C,B(z) (x[n] )) : ui (f (x[n] ), y[n] )]
=

X

0

|E

j
(x[n] )) : ui (f (x[n] ), y[n] )],
Pr[Ej ] · E[x[n] ← D|xC , y[n] ← OutM 2 (Idealg,C,B(z)

(4.5)

j∈[4]

P

for j∈[4] Pr[Ej ] = 1. We prove that each expectation value from the sum above is bounded by
ui (xC , M ∗ ) + µj (κ) for some negligible µj .
Event E1 : In this case B aborted after inserting some value x0C ∈ XC and obtaining its shares
|x
sC ← Share(f (x0C , D−CC ))C while every honest player obtains ⊥. We construct a strategy for the
ideal evaluation game which results in an output distribution over Y n which is computationally
indistinguishable from the real execution conditioned on E1 . Hence, this strategy’s utility deviates at most negligibly from the utility gained in the real game under event E1 . Due to the
d-NCC assumption (Assumption (V1)) this strategy is upper bounded and, thus, the real utility
is upper bounded, too.
Recall the ideal function evaluation setting from Definition 3.12: First, x[n] ← D is sampled
and every player Pi obtains xi . Then, every Pi samples x0i ← δi1 (xi ) ∈ ∆(Xi ∪ {⊥}) and sends x0i
to the mediator. If no ⊥ was input the mediator returns f (x0[n] ) to every player. Otherwise, every
0

Pi is recommended the likeliest correct function value with respect to type distribution D|xi .
Given the recommended value, every player samples and outputs a value yi ← δi2 (xi , x0i , yi ).
∗ , i. e. every player truthfully
The d-NCC assumption ensures that the canonical strategy δ[n]
providing xi to the mediator and outputting the recommendation, is a d-resilient equilibrium.
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4.2 Proof of Theorem 4.2
∗
We construct an ideal game strategy δC for coalition C which together with δ−C
leads to an
n
output distribution over Y computationally indistinguishable from the real game conditioned
1 (x ) :=⊥. This ensures that every non-C player P is recommended the likeliest
on E1 . Let δC
i
C
function value with respect to D|xi exactly as computed by M 2∗i in case of event E1 , i. e. when
obtaining ⊥ from M 1∗i (c. f. Definition 3.12 and Construction 4.1). Therefore, it remains to
ensure that C’s outputs from the ideal strategy are computationally indistinguishable from the
2 (x , x0 , ⊥) simulates and outputs OutM 20 ((⊥)|−C| , B(t , Share(y) , ⊥))
real one. Therefore, δC
C
C
C
C
C
for an arbitrary y ∈ Y . B’s inputs are distributed as in the real execution because for any nonid.
qualified set like C we have Share(f (x0C , x−C ))C ≡ Share(y)C by the secret-sharing scheme’s
2 needs to stop
perfect privacy. However, because the interaction of M 20 has no runtime limit δC
its simulation after a certain number of steps. This point can be chosen such that with all but
negligible probability the interaction finishes. If the simulation not ends in time δ2 outputs an
arbitrary element y ∈ Y . Altogether, we get
∗

0

comp.

|E

1
OutδC ,δ−C (D|xC ) ≡ OutM 2 (Idealg,C,B(z)
(D|xC ))

∗ )’s interaction with the mediator implicit. Thus,
where we leave (δC , δ−C
0

|E

1
E[x[n] ← D|xC ,y[n] ← OutM 2 (Idealg,C,B(z)
(x[n] )) : ui (f (x[n] ), y[n] )]
∗

. E[x[n] ← D|xC , y[n] ← OutδC ,δ−C (x[n] ) : ui (f (x[n] ), y[n] )]
∗
= ui (xC , δC , δ−C
)
∗
. ui (xC , δ[n]
)

. ui (xC , M ∗ )
as desired. By Lemma 2.2, swapping computationally indistinguishable distributions used as
input for a polynomially bounded function as ui (Assumption (V4)) changes the corresponding
expected value negligibly. Hence, we get the first inequality and rewrite the expectation value
∗ ). Because of d-NCC (Assumption (V1)) we have that δ ∗ is a d-resilient
by ui (xC , δC , δ−C
[n]
∗ always makes every party
equilibrium which yields the second-last inequality. Strategy δ[n]
output the correct result whereas M ∗ by correctness (Lemma 4.5) guarantees the same only with
all but negligible probability lemma:constr-correct. Again, this negligible difference changes the
expected utility only negligibly because ui is polynomially bounded (Lemma 2.2), leading to the
last inequality.
Event E2 : The case of event E2 where B does not abort but inserts ⊥ and, thus, obtains ⊥ as
2 (x , ⊥, ⊥)
return value, is handled analogue to the previous case. The only difference is that δC
C
M 20
|−C|
0
|C|
runs and outputs Out
((⊥)
, B(xC , xC , (⊥) ))C instead of using B on some generated
shares.
Event E3 : In case of event E3 , B did not abort and sticked to her true value xC . Therefore,
the parties’ inputs for step 2 are shares distributed according to Share(f (D|xC )). By Assumption (V3) strategy profile (MC , M−C ) constitutes a computational d-resilient practical secret
reconstruction mechanism (Definition 3.5) for Γ̂S,D0 ,u where distribution D0 outputs secret y and
auxiliary information x[n] according to x[n] ← D and y := f (x[n] ). Then shares s[n] ← Share(f (y))
are sampled and every player Pi obtains type (si , xi ). Note, the players’ inputs to (M 20C , M 2∗−C )
from the ideal distribution conditioned on E3 are distributed exactly as in this reconstruction
game. Furthermore, because M 1−C ’s outputs are not ⊥, M 2∗−C runs the equilibrium strategy
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M−C (c. f. Construction 4.1). Thus, we get
0

|E

3
E[x[n] ← D|xC , y[n] ← OutM 2C ,M−C (Idealg,C,B(z)
(x[n] )) : ui (f (x[n] ), y[n] )]
0

= E[x[n] ← D|xC , s[n] ← Share(f (x[n] )), y[n] ← OutM 2C ,M−C ((s, x)[n] ) : ui (f (x[n] ), y[n] )]
= ui (xC , M 20C , M−C )
. ui (xC , MC , M−C )
≤ (1 − µ(κ)) · E[x[n] ← D|xC , y := f (x[n] ) : ui (y, y n )] + µ(κ)(

max

y,y[n] ∈Y ×Y n

ui (y, y[n] ))

h E[x[n] ← D|xC : ui (f (x[n] ), (f (x[n] ))n )]
∗

h E[x[n] ← D|xC , y[n] ← OutM (x[n] ) : ui (f (x[n] ), (f (x[n] ))n )]
= ui (xC , M ∗ ).
The first equality follows by plugging in the ideal distribution’s behavior conditioned on E3 ,
i. e. the parties obtain a correctly sampled secret-sharing of the true function value. To simplify notation we dropped the application of B on C’s inputs to the second phase, which is
reasoned by assuming that M 20C applies B on its inputs. This expected value equals Pi ’s utility
when obtaining auxiliary information xC within the secret reconstruction game Γ̂S,D0 ,u which
is denoted by ui (xC , M 20C , M−C ). Because (MC , M−C ) is a d-resilient equilibrium in Γ̂S,D0 ,u
(Assumption (V3)) the next inequality follows. More precisely, Assumption (V3)) states that
(MC , M−C ) is a reconstruction mechanism. Thus, for any shared secret y ← f (D|xC ) every player
outputs the correct value with all but negligible probability µ. Pi then gains with probability
µ an arbitrary utility but at most maxy,y[n] ui (y, y[n] ). Because the utilities are polynomially
bounded (Assumption (V4)) the product with µ is negligible again and we estimate the sum
with E[x[n] ← D|xC : ui (f (x[n] ), (f (x[n] ))n )]. Running M ∗ leads to the correct outputs with all
but negligible probability by its correctness property (Lemma 4.5). This negligible probability
changes the expected utility at most negligibly because the utilities are polynomially bounded,
i. e. Lemma 2.2 applies again. This leads to the last expected value which equals ui (xC , M ∗ ) as
desired.
Event E4 : In case of E4 , B changed her value to some x0C ∈ XC and did not abort. Thus,
|tC
|x
the parties obtain shares distributed according to Share(f (x0C , D−C
)) from step 1 where D−CC
is the distribution on D|xC restricted to −C’s outputs. We want to upper-bound the expected
utility from this replacement strategy by ui (xC , M ∗ ). To simplify notation in the following, we
use y 0 := f (x0C , x−C ), y ∗ := f (xC , x−C ) = f (x[n] ) and x0−C := x−C where x−C is defined by the
context. Formally, we show the following inequality
0

|E

4
E[x[n] ← D|xC , y[n] ← OutM 2 (Idealg,C,B(z)
(x[n] )) : ui (y ∗ , y[n] )]
0

= E[x[n] ← D|xC , s[n] ← Share(y 0 ), y[n] ← OutM 2 ((x, x0 , s)[n] )) : ui (y ∗ , y[n] )]

(4.6)

. ui (κ, M ∗ ),
where x0C 6= xC is given to M 20C as explicit state information representing its additional knowledge from M 10C due to event E4 . For the sake of contradiction assume Inequality 4.6 does not
hold, i. e. there exists a non-negligible function p : N → R such that
0

E[x[n] ← D|xC , s[n] ← Share(y 0 ), y[n] ← OutM 2 ((x, x0 , s)[n] ) : ui (y ∗ , y[n] )]
≥ ui (κ, M ∗ ) + p(κ).

(4.7)

We show, this is impossible due to d-NCC (Assumption (V1)) as well as the secret reconstruction mechanism’s d-resiliency (Assumption (V3)) and utility independence (Assumption (V5)).
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4.2 Proof of Theorem 4.2
As we already have seen when analyzing event E1 , guessing y ∗ independently of −C’s inputs
cannot increase the expected utility by d-NCC. Additionally, d-NCC implies that C’s expected
utility cannot be increased by running the secret reconstruction strategy MC to obtain y 0 and,
afterwards, guessing y ∗ based on y 0 . This holds because running MC makes every party in −C
learn and output y 0 exactly as in the ideal function evaluation game when xC was replaced by
x0C . Then, by d-NCC, no strategy which C possibly runs (within M 20C ) to compute its final
guess for y ∗ yields a utility gain. Indeed, in order to fulfill Inequality 4.7, M 20C takes advantage from learning y 0 with non-negligible probability while the non-colluding players −C do
not. However, given such an M 20C we can construct a (non-negligibly) better strategy than MC
for another secret reconstruction setting contradicting the mechanism’s equilibrium properties
(Assumption (V3)) due to its utility independence (Assumption (V5)). Therefore Inequality 4.7
may not hold and we get Inequality 4.6.
1 , δ 2 ) as follows:
More formally, we construct an ideal function evaluation game strategy (δC
C
1 (x ) = x0 , i. e. the coalition sends the changed value x0 to the mediator.
First we set δC
C
C
C
2 (x , x0 , y 0 ) samples s
0
Given the mediator’s recommendation y 0 = f (x0C , x−C ), δC
C
[n] ← Share(y ),
C
0
0
0
0
simulates the interaction of M 2 = (M 2C , M−C ) on (x, x , s)[n] with x−C := x−C sufficiently
long and returns the outputs of M 20C . As previously, sufficiently long means that with all but
negligible probability the simulated interaction ends. In case it does not end within the required
2 outputs an arbitrary y ∈ Y |C| . Because the utility functions are polynomially bounded
steps, δC
C
this changes the expected utility at most negligibly (Lemma 2.2). Thus, using the mediated
game’s canonical strategy δ ∗ which is a d-resilient equilibrium by d-NCC, we have
∗
ui (xC ,δC , δ−C
)
0

h E[x[n] ← D|xC , s[n] ← Share(y 0 ), yC ← OutM 2 ((x, x0 , s)[n] )C : ui (y ∗ , (y 0 )|−C| , yC )]
∗
∗
. ui (xC , δC
, δ−C
)

h ui (xC , M ∗ ).
Together with Inequality 4.7 and the expectation value’s linearity we have
0

E[x[n] ← D|xC , s[n] ← Share(y 0 ), y[n] ← OutM 2 ((x, x0 , s)[n] ) : ui (y ∗ , yC , y−C )]
0

− E[x[n] ← D|xC , s[n] ← Share(y 0 ), yC ← OutM 2 ((x, x0 , s)[n] )C : ui (y ∗ , (y 0 )|−C| , yC )]
0

= E[x[n] ← D|xC , s[n] ← Share(y 0 ), yC ← OutM 2 ((x, x0 , s)[n] ) : ui (y ∗ , yC , y−C ) − ui (y ∗ , (y 0 )|−C| , yC )]
& ui (κ, M ∗ ) + p(κ) − ui (κ, M ∗ )
= p(κ).
Because this difference is non-negligible it follows that with non-negligible probability some
parties in −C not output the shared value y 0 in the real game. However, as we have seen when
analyzing event E1 , to gain utility and, hence, fulfill Inequality 4.7, the output yC of M 20C needs
to depend on y 0 in at least some of these cases. Hence, C has the incentive to learn the shared
value y 0 while preventing the other parties from doing so. Especially, C has the incentive to
reconstruct secret y 0 in a reconstruction game where, essentially, secrets are chosen according to
|x
f (x0C , D−CC ). Because we assume the reconstruction mechanism M from Assumption (V3) to be
utility independent (Assumption (V5)), M is a d-resilient equilibrium within any setting which
is d-non-cooperatively secret reconstructable. However, if Inequality 4.7 holds, then M 20C is a
non-negligibly better alternative compared to MC in this setting. Particularly, the utility gain is
polynomially related to the non-negligible p(κ). This contradicts Assumption (V5) and, hence,
Inequality 4.7 does not hold. Therefore we get Inequality 4.6 as desired.
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Instantiating Construction 4.1 —
Possibilities and Impossibilities

5

In Chapter 4 we provide the modularized Construction 4.1 which forms a (computational) dresilient function mechanism under certain assumptions (c. f. Theorem 4.2 and Corollary 4.3).
Particularly, we made the assumption that the given setting is d-NCC (Definition 3.13) which
is necessary for the existence of a d-resilient function evaluation mechanism. In the computational case we, additionally, assumed that the utilities are polynomially bounded which is also
inevitable when relying on computationally hard problems. Otherwise, trying to solve the underlying computational problems, typically, would improve the utility compared to running the
desired protocol honestly. Beyond these necessary assumptions, we made assumptions regarding
Construction 4.1’s components. For the computational d-resilient mechanism we, for example,
require that the MPC protocol d-securely computes Functionality 4.1 in the first phase. Additionally, the protocol used within the second phase is required to be a utility independent
computational d-resilient reconstruction mechanism. Yet, we have not stated under which circumstances such protocols with the required properties do exist, i. e. we have not given any
conditions for the existence of a function evaluation mechanism.
Whether the components can be instantiated such that they match our assumptions depends
on the given setting. Concretely, beyond the necessary conditions on input distribution and utilities, the possibility or impossibility of instantiating Construction 4.1 as (possibly computational)
function evaluation mechanism depends on:
• The allowed size d of coalitions in relation to the number n of active players.
• Using private or public communication channels.
• Using simultaneous or non-simultaneous communication channels.

5.1

Existence of Secure MPC Protocols

We first cover the existence of d-secure MPC protocols. Since the seminal works of Yao [Yao86]
and Goldreich, Micali, and Wigderson [GMW87], the field of traditionally secure MPC has attracted the attention of many researchers. Over the years, the existence of secure MPC protocols
has been analyzed and characterized with respect to various assumptions and communication
models. Dodis and Rabin [DR07, Theorem 1.2] provide a good overview over existing results.
In following theorem we state two results which are important for our setting.
Theorem 5.1. Let f be an n-ary functionality.
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5.2 Existence of Utility Independent Reconstruction Mechanisms
1. A d-secure protocol computing f exists for any d < n, assuming a broadcast channel,
private point-to-point channels, and a certain cryptographic assumption (e. g. enhanced
trapdoor permutations within the construction of Goldreich [Gol04, Chapter 7.5]).
2. A perfectly d-secure protocol computing f exists for any d <
to-point channels ([BGW88]).

n
3,

assuming private point-

Note, the assumptions are idealized, i. e. perfect broadcast or private communication channels, generally, cannot be expected in reality but need to be instantiated using cryptographic
means. However, making these assumptions helps separating issues arising in communication
channels from designing the protocols itself. In the traditional setting, in most cases, ideal
channels are securely replaced by implementations which behave non-noticeably different from
the ideal one for computationally bounded parties. For instance, private channels are replaced
by public channels and an existing public key infrastructure used for encryption and signatures. As noted when discussing IDoWDS within computational games, with respect to some
game-theoretic notions this is not as straightforward (c. f. Section 3.1).

5.2

Existence of Utility Independent Reconstruction Mechanisms

For rational secret-sharing and reconstruction the results are neither as standardized nor as
numerous as in traditional MPC. Therefore, additionally to just collecting results, it is necessary
to check whether results apply to our setting. The strong assumption of utility independence
(Definition 3.8) has been analyzed comprehensively by Asharov and Lindell [AL11] and, based
on their results, by De and Pal [DP13]. In their model they take into account players who have,
independently of their own outputs, an incentive to make other players output wrong values.
This is reflected by allowing the parties to output a value ⊥ instead of a guess on the secret.
This can be seen as an attempt to model the players’ confidence on their outputs within the
utility functions: If Pi ’s chance of outputting a wrong value is too high with respect to the
current knowledge, Pi rather outputs ⊥ than some guess. Because their model is more general
than ours, their possibility results hold in our setting as well. They provide a protocol which
is a d-resilient reconstruction mechanism as long as the coalitions are in a strict minority, i. e.
d < n2 . The special case of n = 2 is excluded because this leads to the trivial statement of
0-resilience. We restate Theorem 5.2 of Asharov and Lindell [AL11] using our notions.
Theorem 5.2. Let d, n ∈ N with n ≥ 3 and n ≥ d > 2. A utility independent (d d2 e − 1)-resilient
practical reconstruction mechanism exists for any perfectly (d d2 e − 1)-authenticated (d − 1, n)secret-sharing scheme, assuming a simultaneous broadcast channel and private point-to-point
channels.
In contrast to Asharov and Lindell [AL11, Theorem 5.2], we explicitly state their assumption
of having perfectly authenticated shares which is often left implicit in rational secret-sharing.
This is relevant when instantiating the schemes and making formal statements on these. In
particular, perfect d-authentication with ppt reconstruction is, to the best of our knowledge,
only possible for d < n3 and can, for example, be realized using Shamir’s secret-sharing scheme
(c. f. [CDN15]). For n3 < d < n2 there are results regarding the robustness of secret-sharing
schemes which detect wrong shares with very high probability [RB89]. However, in the presence
of unbounded parties, this precision still might be too weak. Yet, for any d < n we can instantiate
computational d-authenticated schemes using (d, n)-secret-sharing schemes and secure digital
signatures (c. f. Definition 2.16). For computational d-authenticated schemes, the construction
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of Asharov and Lindell [AL11] preserves its properties as computational mechanism. Hence, if
we consider the overlaps from the existence of perfectly (resp., computationally) d-authenticated
secret-sharing schemes with the maximal boundary of d < n2 from Theorem 5.2, we get following
Corollary 5.3.
Corollary 5.3. Let n ∈ N with n ≥ 3. Assuming a simultaneous broadcast channel and private
point-to-point channels, then
1. A perfectly (d n3 e − 1)-authenticated (n − 1, n)-secret-sharing scheme and a corresponding
utility independent (d n3 e − 1)-resilient practical reconstruction mechanism exists.
2. A computational (d n2 e − 1)-authenticated (n − 1, n)-secret-sharing scheme and a corresponding utility independent computational (d n2 e − 1)-resilient reconstruction mechanism
exists, assuming, additionally, a secure digital signature scheme.
While private channels are a rather standard assumption within MPC, simultaneous channels
are not. Such channels are hard or even impossible to realize. Rational secret-sharing and
reconstruction in a non-simultaneous communication model was first studied by Kol and Naor
[KN08]. They propose a protocol which depends on the concrete utility values and, informally,
works as long as the parties do not have too much auxiliary information on the particular
shared secret. Indeed, Asharov and Lindell [AL11, Theorem 4.13] have proven the impossibility
of a secret reconstruction mechanism within the non-simultaneous model for arbitrary auxiliary
inputs even assuming “coalitions” of size 1. However, in our concrete scenario we have auxiliary
information which may help the parties to recognize the secret. For instance, within the function
evaluation setting a party might know due to her inputs, that the shared value, i. e. the evaluated
value, is one of two secrets. Although their protocol is utility dependent, we reference this
result here, as full utility independence is probably a too strict requirement for the mechanism’s
existence. In subsequent works it might be checked formally, whether in some settings with little
auxiliary information on the shared secret, i. e. the function’s value, the protocol of Kol and
Naor [KN08] can be used and, thus, whether non-simultaneous communication in some cases
suffice.
Besides the impossibility for utility independent reconstruction within the non-simultaneous
model, they prove the impossibility for utility independent d-resilient reconstruction with d ≥ n2
([AL11, Theorem 5.3]). Both impossibility results do not rely on their stronger utility model
and, thus, apply to our setting.
Theorem 5.4. Let d, n ∈ N and d ≤ n. For any (d − 1, n)-secret-sharing scheme
1. There exists no utility independent, 1-resilient computational reconstruction mechanism,
assuming non-simultaneous channels.
2. There exists no utility independent (d n2 e)-resilient computational reconstruction mechanism.
As their theorems show, the property of utility independent reconstruction is a strong one
even assuming simultaneous channels. Assuming simultaneous channels and given the concrete
utility functions, it is possible to instantiate computational d-resilient reconstruction mechanisms
for any d-authenticated (d, n)-secret-sharing scheme. Among others, Abraham et al. [Abr+06]
and Gordon and Katz [GK06] propose such utility dependent mechanisms. However, we were not
able to distill common properties which would allow us to use them as the second subcomponent
of Construction 4.1. Nevertheless, we still conjecture it is possible to find and formalize such a
property in our model and leave this as open problem for the future.
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5.3

Implications for Construction 4.1

Theorem 5.5, essentially, summarizes the results from the previous sections with respect to the
existence of a d-resilient function evaluation mechanism, i. e. a secure instantiation of Construction 4.1. Again, d-NCC needs to be stated as an explicit requirement in the following.
Otherwise, with respect to our definitions, no function evaluation mechanism can exist in the
given setting.
Theorem 5.5. Let n ∈ N with n ≥ 3. Further let function f : X[n] → Y , distribution D ∈
∆(X[n] ) and utilities ui : Y × Y n → R for i ∈ [n].
1. If f is (d n3 e − 1)-NCC with respect to D and u[n] (Definition 3.13), then a (d n3 e − 1)resilient function evaluation mechanism exists, assuming a simultaneous broadcast channel
and private point-to-point channels.
2. If f is (d n2 e − 1)-NCC with respect to D and u[n] (Definition 3.13), then a computational
(d n2 e − 1)-resilient function evaluation mechanism exists, assuming polynomially bounded
utilities, a simultaneous broadcast channel, private point-to-point channels and secure digital signatures.
Proof. The first part follows due to Corollary 4.3, Theorem 5.1 and Corollary 5.3. Recall,
Corollary 4.3 states that a (d n3 e − 1)-resilient practical mechanism exists if Assumptions (V1’)
to (V4’) hold:
1. Assumption (V1’), i. e. the setting is (d n3 e−1)-NCC: Given as (necessary) condition within
Theorem 5.5.
2. Assumption (V2’), i. e. a perfectly (d n3 e − 1)-secure MPC protocol exists and is used in
Construction 4.1: Under the given assumptions, such a protocol exists by part (2) of
Theorem 5.1 for any value less than n3 .
3. Assumptions (V3’) and (V4’), i. e. a utility independent (d n3 e − 1)-resilient secret reconstructing mechanism exists and is used in Construction 4.1: Under the given assumptions,
such a mechanism exists for any value less than n3 exists by part (1) of Corollary 5.3.
The second part follows analogously.
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In this thesis we focused on the MPC problem of securely evaluating a function f in the presence
of n rational players having private inputs and natural incentives. A major goal was to provide a
formal proof regarding the existence of d-resilient function evaluation mechanisms, i. e. protocols
leading every party to the correct function value while being stable against coalitions of up
to size d. Indeed, we have formally proven the existence of such a mechanism under certain
assumptions with respect to rational parties forming coalitions of (1) size up to (d n3 e − 1) for
computationally unbounded parties and (2) size up to (d n2 e − 1) for computationally bounded
parties. The assumptions covered necessary assumptions regarding the players’ utilities and
input distributions, but also the communication channels. Indeed, these results do only hold
assuming, especially, a simultaneous broadcast channel.
In order to prove our existence theorem we, first, established a game-theoretic model suiting
the cryptographic needs. This was a comprehensive task as most works in the field of rational
cryptography leave many assumed details implicit. An additional problem was that there has
been no common agreement on (de facto) standard notions, yet. However, the resulting model
is general enough to model the games for secret reconstruction as well as function evaluation
and might be adopted to cover different problems in the future.
Next, we constructed a generic protocol (Construction 4.1), forming a d-resilient function
evaluation mechanism under clearly stated and well-defined assumptions. The decision of providing and analyzing a generic construction resulted from a theoretical as well as a practical
point of view. For practical realizations it is often useful and guarantees certain flexibility to
be able to exchange used components, for example, in order to gain speed ups. As long as
these components satisfy our assumptions, this replacement can be done without further complications. From the theoretical viewpoint, distilling properties of existing notions which are
sufficient and possibly necessary to construct a function evaluation mechanism yields insights
on the considered problem itself.
Eventually, we collected existing results which made statements towards the existence of our
assumptions. In particular this comprises the existence of traditionally d-secure MPC protocols
and the existence of utility independent, d-resilient secret reconstruction mechanisms. While
d-secure MPC protocols, under suitable computational assumptions, do exist for any d < n,
utility independence is a rather strong notion. Particularly, due to utility independence we were
only able to make statements on the existence for coalitions forming strict minorities. Yet,
any utility independent reconstruction mechanism published in the future may be used within
implementations of Construction 4.1.
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Future Work

During writing this thesis some open problems, tasks, and questions came up which we were
not able to address satisfactorily, yet. First of all, a major point is the existence of a function evaluation mechanism for settings where more than the strict minority of parties collude.
This, especially, includes the important special case where two players want to evaluate a given
function. In the current construction or, more precise, under the current assumption of a utility independent secret reconstruction mechanism, our construction cannot be instantiated for
two players due to the impossibility proof of [AL11, Theorem 5.3]. We conjecture that the
requirement for utility independence is too strong. Particularly, we believe, that considering
Construction 4.1 with a specific secret reconstruction mechanism (e. g. [GK06]) instead of a
general one can overcome this problem. If this is possible, an interesting task is to characterize
minimal requirements on the secret reconstruction mechanism for instantiating Construction 4.1
as (computational) d-resilient function evaluation mechanism.
Besides the existence in other settings, another interesting direction is to check non-existence
of function evaluation mechanism. In particular this is related to the impossibility theorem of
Asharov and Lindell [AL11] who prove the non-existence of utility independent mechanisms
given non-simultaneous channels and arbitrary auxiliary information.
Another open problem is the extension of the notion of IDoWDS to computational games.
As discussed in Section 3.1, the straightforward extension is problematic. Indeed, IDoWDS is
susceptible to “last” rounds where a computational problem is solved with certainty, although
these rounds, practically, are never reached. Our idea, which we briefly explained in Section 3.1,
is to sample for every player a certain round after which she gains no utility anymore. This
round can be seen as modeling the point in time when the player’s cost for running the machine
exceeds the utility gained from learning a value. The rounds should be chosen such that they
allow the players to finish the protocol with almost all but negligible probability within the
given bound. However, the point in time should be polynomial in the security parameter,
in order to guarantee the computational hardness of underlying problems. Further, if these
rounds are chosen such that the players mutually cannot predict when another player stops,
the players have no common round in which they all stop sending beneficial information. This
seems to prevent the backwards induction argument and possibly restores a meaningful notion
of IDoWDS. If the notion of IDoWDS is restored in the computational setting, then it seems
possible to prove composition theorems which allow, for example, to replace private channels
by public key encryption and a public key infrastructure. With respect to the straightforward
definition which were often (implicitly) assumed, this composition fails. Besides IDoWDS in the
computational scenario, we were not able to provide a formal proof our construction survives
IDoWDS with respect to computationally unbounded players. Particularly, formally proving
Claim 4.4 is an important open subsequent tasks.
Last but not least, in this thesis we mainly focused on a function evaluation setting with a
deterministic, single-output function f . While f ’s determinism is just a simplifying assumption,
single-output is a necessary restriction for our construction. Indeed, the problem is that a secretreconstruction mechanism is defined with respect to a single shared value which is reconstructed
for all players. However, when evaluating an n-ary function in an MPC setting, the incentive
is to make f ’s ith value only known to Pi . This is impossible for such a generic construction,
unless we would introduce new notions for secret reconstruction where n secrets are shared and
every party obtains just a single, clearly specified one of these. Yet, introducing truly new
notions was not the idea behind our generic construction. Rather we specified the construction
generic, in order to instantiate it with existing protocols satisfying existing notions. Hence, in
order to construct and analyze evaluation mechanisms for n-ary functionalities, we suggest to
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modify an existing reconstruction mechanism adequately to a setting with n shared values, and
instantiate Construction 4.1 with it. Of course, in order to analyze its properties, the definitions
for games and mechanisms for function evaluation need to be slightly adapted to cover n-ary
functionalities.
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